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ABSTRACT
Potharaju, Rahul Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2014. Data-driven Approaches to
Improve Dependability of Cloud Services. Major Professor: Cristina Nita-Rotaru.
The growing demand for always-on and low-latency cloud services is driving the
creation of globally distributed datacenters. A major factor affecting service availability is reliability of the network, both inside the datacenters and wide-area links
connecting them. While several research efforts focus on building scale-out datacenter networks, little has been reported on real network failures and how they impact
geo-distributed services. Towards improving the dependability of the underlying datacenter networks, in this dissertation, we make one of the first attempts to characterize intra-datacenter and inter-datacenter network failures from a service perspective.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
1. Analysis Methodology for Structured Data: Our dataset includes multiple sources of structured network telemetry data spanning three years logged in
monitoring servers of a large cloud provider comprising 100k+ servers, 10k+ core network devices, 2k+ middleboxes and 100k+ network links across 10+ datacenters. This
dataset covers a wide range of network data sources, including syslog and SNMP
alerts, and traffic carried by links. To this end, we describe a systematic methodology for analyzing this structured data based on event processing to extract events
having service-level impact.
2. Analysis Methodology for Unstructured Data: Our dataset also includes
an important piece of operational knowledge – network trouble tickets, which are diaries written by network operators to keep track of their troubleshooting efforts while
fixing a problem. To this end, we take a practical step towards automatically analyzing natural language text in network trouble tickets to infer the problem symptoms,
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troubleshooting activities and resolution actions. Our system, NetSieve combines statistical natural language processing (NLP), knowledge representation, and ontology
modeling to achieve these goals.
3. Data-Driven Approaches to Deriving Actionable Insights: Our overarching goal in this dissertation is to enable operators to understand global problem trends
instead of making decisions based on isolated incidents. We outline several analyses
rooted in reliability analysis and applied statistics for characterizing network failures
and deriving actionable insights from them. Our study reveals several important
findings on (a) the failure characteristics of network elements, (b) the availability of
network domains, (c) service impact, (d) causes of network failures, (e) effectiveness
of repairs, and (f) modeling failures.
As part of this dissertation, we have built a broad range of systems including realtime network dashboards, a big data analytics system for analyzing network telemetry
data, and an inference tool for root cause analysis in network troubleshooting. Several
components of the dissertation work either have undergone a tech-transfer or are being
used by multiple business groups inside Microsoft. NetWiser, a Microsoft Research
project entailing this dissertation, was awarded the Microsoft Trustworthy Computing
Reliability Award for 2013.
The problem inference system part of this dissertation, NetSieve, is currently being used across different teams within Microsoft to improve network management:
the Network Architecture team for comparing device reliability across platforms and
vendors, the Capacity Planning team for understanding why network redundancy is
ineffective in masking failures, and the Incident Management and Operations team for
finding the top-k problems and failing components while troubleshooting devices and
determining whether past repairs were effective. Since its inception, NetSieve has also
been used to automate root cause analysis of security incidents within Microsoft’s datacenters and recently found its way into commercial use through Microsoft’s System
Center Advisor (http://www.systemcenteradvisor.com).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud services are growing rapidly to provide a fast-response and always-on experience to end users. Reliability is critically important for these services as failures not
only hurt site availability and revenue, but also risk data loss. For instance, Dropbox experienced two recent widespread outages [1, 2] which prevented its users from
synchronizing files or accessing its site. In another instance, the hurricane Sandy
led to flooding of many datacenters in NYC causing service outages [3], and failures
of many trans-atlantic fiber links peering from NYC significantly degrading capacity [4]. In 2011, the entire US East region of Amazon became unavailable due to
a faulty fail-over during maintenance [5] impacting several popular services such as
Dropbox, Foursquare, Instagram, Quora and Reddit.
To increase service availability in a cost-effective manner, cloud providers are
deploying their services across geo-distributed datacenters [6], and building their networks based on a scale-out design using inexpensive commodity hardware [7–9]. However, as the number of devices and links in a datacenter grows, failures become the
norm rather than the exception. Making things worse, the network infrastructure also
comprises long-haul, inter-datacenter links to synchronize and replicate user data and
application state [10]. These links comprise a variety of components such as cables,
optical adapters, and complex software protocol stacks, whose failures can lead to
reduced bandwidth capacity, stale data, or even service outages.
Despite the practical significance of cloud network failures, little is known about
how they impact services. The research literature offers several real-world studies on
failures of disk and storage systems [11–14], DRAM [15], personal computers [16],
and errors in software configuration [17], but they do not consider network failures.
Recent studies [18–20] study failures of network switches, but they neither analyze
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their impact on cloud services nor do they examine inter-datacenter network failures;
we compare to prior work in detail in Chapter 6.
In the following, we will first study the types of service impact caused by network
failures pertaining to the network core and middleboxes. Next, we will look at the
diversity of services impacted by network failures.
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Figure 1.1. The top-5 categories of service impact observed from the
high severity incidents attributed to Intra-Datacenter network devices
(Layer-3 routers and Layer-2 switches) and Inter-Datacenter network
links. Connectivity loss problems (70%) and Service Errors (43%)
dominate the impact due to Intra-Datacenter and Inter-Datacenter
network problems, respectively.

• Types of Service Impact: Figure 1.1 shows the top-5 categories of service impact caused by network failures based on our analysis of high severity incidents
spanning five years (2008-13) in a cloud provider comprising dozens of datacenters; an incident is high severity if it causes high customer or business impact.
The network elements comprise both Intra-Datacenter Layer-3 and Layer-2 devices (Access routers, Aggregation switches and Top-of-Rack switches) and InterDatacenter links. We observe that loss of connectivity and service errors (e.g.,
replication problems leading to stale data) dominate the service impact. Further,
we observe that Inter-Datacenter network failures are caused due to link flapping
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(36%), high link utilization (29%) and unplanned changes (6%). In comparison, the Intra-Datacenter network failures are dominated by connectivity errors
(64%-78%), hardware failures (20%-73%) and software problems (7%-24%) across
Layer-3 and Layer-2 devices.
• Categories of Impacted Services: Our analysis of the high severity incidents
revealed that network failures impact a broad range of services.

The Intra-

Datacenter network failures mainly affected messaging (e.g., email, IM services,
SMS) services in 38.9% of the incidents. SaaS applications (e.g., web hosting,
CDN, data analytics) were affected in 32% of the incidents equally due to Intraand Inter-Datacenter problems where the geo-distributed services were disrupted
for up to several hours. Thus, understanding network failures at both the intraand inter-datacenter level is important to deliver high availability for cloud services.
• Impact of Middlebox Failures: Next, we provide empirical evidence supporting the prominence of middleboxes in datacenters and their significant contribution to network outages. We utilize incident troubleshooting data over a three
year period (2009-2011) comprising high priority incidents: an event is classified
as high priority if: (i) it significantly impacts datacenter traffic (monitored using
traffic monitors placed near the edge of the datacenter) or (ii) a customer registers a complaint because one or more of his online services becomes inaccessible.
Since these incidents denote a significant impact from both customer and financial
standpoint, they have the highest priority to be resolved.
We analyzed the diary entries from network trouble tickets of these incidents and
for each we inferred the problematic device based on the diary description. Fig 1.1
shows the % contribution by middleboxes and other network devices to these incidents
along with their population; absolute device counts omitted due to confidentiality
reasons. We observe that middleboxes constitute only 11.4% of the population, yet,
they contributed to 43.1% of the high priority incidents.
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1.1 Goal
This dissertation centers around the problem of improving dependability of cloud
services. We address a variety of problems along the following dimensions:
• Characterizing the impact of network failures on services: To increase
service availability amidst multiple failure sources such as hardware, software, and
human errors, cloud providers are deploying their services across geo-distributed
datacenters [6], and building their networks based on a scale-out design using
inexpensive commodity hardware [7–9]. To this end, we characterize the impact
of network failures on geo-distributed services.
• Determining the pain points in managing network infrastructure: To
achieve high availability, operators need to focus on fixing the most unreliable
devices and links in the network. Therefore, we study in detail the failure characteristics of the network core and other network appliances such as middleboxes.
• Analyzing the effectiveness of network redundancy: To provide fault tolerance, network elements are typically deployed in 1:1 redundancy inside the
network to allow traffic to flow along an alternate route when a device or link
becomes unavailable. However, this redundancy comes at a high cost — both
financial expenses and management overheads — as the network operators have
to now maintain a large number of network devices and links in the datacenter
network. A fundamental question that we tackle in this dissertation is to determine whether network redundancy is 100% effective in masking failures and if
not, what is the root cause for its ineffectiveness.
• Importance of operational knowledge in understanding root causes of
network failures: Network trouble tickets form an importance piece of operational knowledge inside datacenter networks and are diaries written by network
operators to document the steps they are taking towards debugging a problem.
While there is rich information available within these trouble tickets pertaining
to the underlying network (e.g., root causes of network failures), this information
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is hidden within natural text and therefore, it becomes challenging to extract
anything meaningful. This dissertation describes the design and implementation
of a practical system that combines natural language processing, knowledge representation, and ontology modeling to produce concise representation of trouble
tickets which can then be leveraged for problem inference.
Towards addressing problems in the above dimensions, we perform one of the first
characteristic studies of cloud network failures from a service perspective. Our study
using real-world data focuses on understanding the failure modes and correlation of
network failure logs and how they impact cloud services. Specifically, we take an
operator-centric approach in this work and aim to answer the following questions:
Q1 Failure Characterization: What are the failure characteristics of the network
core and other network appliances such as middleboxes inside a datacenter? What
are the failure characteristics of the network stamp (set of all network elements
rooted at a pair of Layer-3 Access routers) of a service inside a datacenter as well
as across geo- distributed datacenters? What device types fail the most? How
long does it take to repair their failures? How often do they fail?
Q2 Failure Modeling: How to model failures of network components? Are failures
recurrent? Are they bursty? Are device-level repairs effective? Is fiber length
correlated to failures?
Q3 Effectiveness of Network Redundancy: How effective are redundancy mechanisms in handling intra- and inter-datacenter network failures?
Q4 Network stamp availability of a service: How many independent network
stamps are needed to meet an a service-level-agreement (SLA) (e.g., to achieve
certain guarantees on the effectiveness of network redundancy) of a cloud service?
Q5 Capacity vs. Availability: For commodity Layer-2 switches, how do their port
capacity in terms of connected devices affect their availability in operation?
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Q6 Exploiting Operational Knowledge: How to extract the root causes of network failures from the operational knowledge available within datacenters? How
can we learn from our mistakes to improve network management?

1.2 Contribution
In this dissertation, we focus on big data analytics in cloud datacenters to gain
actionable insights to address a broad class of real-world problems outlined in Section 1.1. The data in these systems comprises a variety of structured information
sources such as network event logs and performance counters, and unstructured text
such as trouble tickets and security incident reports. To make actionable decisions,
however, we face several key challenges.
C1 Structured data is noisy. Network event data is very high volume spanning
tens of thousands of switches and routers across geo-distributed datacenters, and
noisy due to false alarms and redundant events making it hard to study device or
link failure characteristics.
C2 Unstructured data is ambiguous. The unstructured data within network
trouble tickets is descriptive and ambiguous: it has domain-specific words and
synonyms mixed with regular dictionary words, spelling and grammar errors, and
writings from different network operators.
C3 Deriving actionable insights requires field-knowledge. Measuring and analyzing the data logs is not enough. We need to derive implications from the
analysis so that operators can incorporate them in their day-to-day operations.
Towards addressing these challenges, this dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. Analysis Methodology for Structured Data: Our dataset includes multiple sources of structured network telemetry data spanning three years logged in
monitoring servers of a large cloud provider comprising 100k+ servers, 10k+ core
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network devices, 2k+ middleboxes and 100k+ network links across 10+ datacenters. This data covers a wide range of network data sources, including syslog and
SNMP alerts, maintenance tracking and revision control system, and traffic carried by links. To this end, we describe a systematic methodology for analyzing this
structured data based on event processing to extract events having service-level
impact.
2. Analysis Methodology for Unstructured Data: Our dataset also includes
an important piece of operational knowledge — network trouble tickets. Network trouble tickets are diaries written by operators to keep track of their troubleshooting efforts while fixing a problem. To this end, we take a practical step
towards automatically analyzing natural language text in network tickets to infer the problem symtoms, troubleshooting activities and resolution actions. Our
system, NetSieve combines statistical natural language processing (NLP), knowledge representation, and ontology modeling to achieve these goals. To cope with
ambiguity in free-form text, NetSieve leverages learning from human guidance to
improve its inference accuracy.
3. Data-Drive Approaches to Deriving Actionable Insights: Our overarching goal is to enable operators to understand global problem trends instead of
making decisions based on isolated incidents. Towards this, we first apply our
methodology for structured and unstructured data to obtain a relatively noiseless
data. Next, we outline several analyses rooted in reliability analysis and applied
statistics for characterizing network failures and deriving actionable insights from
them.
This dissertation reveals many key findings that can provide useful guidelines to
improve network reliability for geo-distributed services. Our major findings are:
1. Characteristics of network failures: Network failures cause significant impact to cloud services, dominated by connectivity loss problems (70%) and service errors (43%) due to Intra-Datacenter and Inter-Datacenter network problems,
respectively. Middlebox failures prominent and can greatly degrade service per-
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formance and availability. Network device failures, in general, are not memoryless
and exhibit the “few bad apples” effect.
2. Network redundancy: Network redundancy in core devices (e.g., Access routers,
Aggregation switches, Top-of-rack switches etc.) is ineffective in 40% of the cases.
In cases of middleboxes, network redundancy is ineffective in 33% of the cases for
firewalls and load balancers; nearly 100% effective for Intrusion Prevention and
Detection Systems and VPN devices. In addition, we observed Network redundancy to be least effective at the Access router-Aggregation switch layer and to
be most effective at the Inter-datacenter level.
3. Availability of network domains: We find that a service hosted on a single
large (L2) network domain risks low reliability. We make the empirical observation that the number of independent network domains for a desired network
redundancy effectiveness SLA of 3 9’s is three and for 4 9’s is four.
4. Causes of network failures: We found that most failures are grey, dominated
by connectivity errors and link flaps that exhibit intermittent connectivity; failstop device failures occur, but they are not as often. Hardware faults, misconfigurations, and overload problems are present, they are not in majority in contrast
to common perception [19]. We also observed a variety of misconfigurations such
as incorrect rules, VLAN misallocation and mismatched keys.

1.3 Real World Impact
As part of this dissertation, we have built a broad range of systems including realtime network dashboards, a big data analytics system for analyzing network telemetry data, and an inference tool for root cause analysis in network troubleshooting.
Several components of the dissertation work either have undergone a tech-transfer
or are being used by multiple business groups inside Microsoft. NetWiser, a Microsoft Research project entailing this dissertation work, was awarded the Microsoft
Trustworthy Computing Reliability Award for 2013.
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The problem inference system part of this dissertation, NetSieve, is currently
being used across different teams within Microsoft to improve network management:
the Network Architecture team for comparing device reliability across platforms and
vendors, Capacity Planning for understanding why network redundancy is ineffective
in masking failures, and Incident Management and Operations team for finding the
top-k problems and failing components while troubleshooting devices and determining
if past repairs were effective. Since its inception, NetSieve has also been used to
automate root cause analysis of security incidents within Microsoft’s datacenters and
recently found its way into commercial use through Microsoft’s System Center Advisor
(http://www.systemcenteradvisor.com).

1.4 Dissertation Outline
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview
of the datacenter network architecture and long-haul links connecting geo-distributed
datacenters. Chapter 3 describes a methodology based on event processing for filtering
network events that have caused service-level impact. In Chapter 4, we propose
a new practical approach towards finding the root causes of network failures using
unstructured data such as network trouble tickets and describe the design of a system
that analyzes natural language text in network tickets to infer the problem symptoms,
troubleshooting activities and resolution actions. We conduct a detailed reliability
analysis of datacenter networks in Chapter 5. Specifically, we analyze the failure
characteristics of several types of core network elements and middleboxes and provide
insights into the effectiveness of network redundancy in masking failures and causes
behind network failures. We discuss related work in Chapter 6 and conclude in
Chapter 7.
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2 DATACENTER ARCHITECTURES
In this chapter, we present an overview of the datacenter network architecture and
long-haul links connecting geo-distributed datacenters.

2.1 Intra-Datacenter Topology
A datacenter network is typically set up as a multi-root spanning tree topology
comprising different types of devices such as routers, switches, load balancers, and
firewalls. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example topology of a datacenter network based on
the functional separation of Layer-2 (trunking, VLANs, etc.) and Layer-3 (routing)
responsibilities. Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches connect servers hosting applications via
10/100/1000 Ethernet links, with the uplinks being either 1GE or 10GE ports. The
ToRs are connected upstream to Aggregation switches (AGG) which serve as an
aggregation point for the Layer-2 traffic. Traffic from AGGs is forwarded to Access
routers (ARs) that use Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) to create a virtual,
Layer-3 environment for each tenant. The ARs aggregate traffic from up to several
thousand servers and route it to core routers that connect to other datacenters and
the Internet. To provide fault tolerance, network devices are typically deployed in 1:1
redundancy pairs or larger groups.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the placement1 of middleboxes such as firewalls, IDPS, load
balancers, and VPNs. Firewalls (FW) protect applications from unwanted traffic
(e.g., DoS attacks) by examining packet fields at IP, transport and application layers
against a specified set of rules. Network-based IDPS devices analyze traffic to safeguard against attacks such as malware and intrusions. Typically, hardware FWs and
IDPSes are deployed to handle high traffic rates [21]. Load Balancers (LB) distribute
1

Other configurations are possible e.g., firewalls at the network edge.
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application requests across hosted servers. Redundant pairs of LBs typically connect
to each aggregation switch (AGG) and perform mapping between static (exposed to
clients through DNS) and dynamic IP addresses of the servers. Recent hardware
LBs also provide other features such as NAT, SSL acceleration, and data caching.
VPNs are typically used to facilitate secure remote access for web and client/server
applications. Some commercial offerings such as Cisco Catalyst 6509-E provide VPN
functionality through IPSec and SSL. Due to the low population of other middleboxes
such as NATs and media converters, our study did not include them.
A network stamp (shown in dashed red in Figure 2.1) is the set of all network
elements that are rooted at a pair of Layer-3 ARs, comprising multiple Layer-2 AGG
domains in the underlying subtrees.
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Figure 2.1. Example of a datacenter network architecture. Long-haul links
(typically, optical fibers) connect geo-graphically distributed datacenters
and can span thousands of miles.
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2.2 Inter-Datacenter Connectivity
Geographically distributed datacenters are connected to each other and to the
Internet typically using long-haul WDM (wave division multiplexing) optical transport networks spanning about 3000 miles between two endpoints. WDM is usually
operated either in a coarse (CWDM) or dense (DWDM) multiplexing manner. While
the former utilizes multiple wavelengths spaced at 20nm and operates in the 12711611nm spectrum range, the latter utilizes many wavelengths spaced narrowly at
0.8nm and operates in the 1530-1565nm spectrum range (C-band). Modern coherent receivers use polarization multiplexed quaternary phase shift keying (PM-QPSK)
modulation and can achieve 100Gbps transmission on 50GHz ITU channel grid, and
a total capacity of 8Tbps in the C-band.
Long-haul fiber resources are scarce, expensive and time consuming to construct
as well as to fix as engineers may have to travel to the remote physical location. As
shown in Figure 2.1, unlike traditional telecommunication networks that require a lot
of intermediate add/drop points (e.g., optical multiplexers, signal repeaters), InterDatacenter links are mostly point-to-point fat pipe connections with few intermediate
add/drops. Fat pipes contain multiple segments spliced together to form an optical
circuit also known as a long-haul fiber.

2.3 Operational Knowledge
Our focus is on datacenter environments comprising thousands of routers and
switches. In this setup, when a link connecting two devices goes down, an event
is logged by a network monitoring system which, in turn, triggers an alarm to an
Operator Console, monitored by network operators. To track network troubleshooting
and maintenance dealing with these alarms, network operators typically deploy a
trouble ticket system which logs all the steps from opening a ticket (e.g., customer
complaint, SNMP alarm) till its resolution [22].

UNSTRUCTURED (Diary)

STRUCTURED
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Ticket Title: Ticket #xxxxxx NetDevice; LoadBalancer Down 100%
Summary: Indicates that the root cause is a failed system
Problem Type

Problem SubType Priority

Severity - 2

2: Medium

Created

Operator 1: Both power supplies have been reseated
Operator 1: The device has been powered back up and it does not
appear that it has come back online. Please advise.
Operator 2: Ok. Let me see what I can do.
--- Original Message --From: Vendor Support
Subject: Regarding Case Number #yyyyyy
Title: Device v9.4.5 continuously rebooting
As discussed, the device has bad memory chips as such we
replace it. Please completely ﬁll the RMA form below and return it.

Figure 2.2. An example network trouble ticket.

Trouble tickets comprise two types of fields: (a) structured data often generated
automatically by alarm systems such as ticket id, time of alert, and syslog error, and
(b) free-form text written by operators to record the diagnosis steps and communication (e.g., via IM, email) with the customer or other technicians while mitigating
the problem. Even though the free-form field is less regular and precise compared to
the fixed text, it usually provides a detailed view of the problem: what happened?
what troubleshooting was done? and what was the resolution? Figure 2.2 shows a
ticket describing continuous reboots of a load balancer even after reseating its power
supply units; bad memory as the root cause; and memory replacement as the fix;
which would be hard to infer from coarse- grained fixed data.
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3 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR STRUCTURED DATA
Our dataset includes multiple sources of network failure data spanning three years
logged in monitoring servers of a large cloud provider comprising 100k+ servers and
10k+ Layer-2 and Layer-3 devices across 10+ datacenters. These datacenters host a
variety of applications ranging from customer facing ones such as web services, video
streaming, data stores, and enterprise applications to data intensive applications such
as search indexing and MapReduce jobs.
Defining a failure is challenging due to three key reasons:
1. Redundancy: The presence of redundancy at different layers in the network and
application stack makes it difficult to assess the impact of a failure. For instance,
even if network redundancy could not mask a failure, application-level redundancy
could have masked it. However, determining if a failure has been masked across
different layers requires that we have access to both network- and application-level
logs.
2. Diversity of failures: The presence of different kinds of failures such as fail-stop
and grey makes it difficult to classify an event as a failure. While fail-stop failures
are relatively easier to detect, we observed in practice that grey failures (i.e.,
short-lived failures) can be among the most difficult types of failures to diagnose.
The device or link is seemingly working but its output contains more errors than
usual.
3. Diversity of devices: Precisely defining a failure is complicated because its
impact is dependent on the device type. For instance, a faulty load balancer
or a router may cause a loss in throughput while a misconfigured firewall may
incorrectly forward or drop legitimate traffic.
To address these challenges, we consider all events logged by a network monitoring
system inside the datacenters as failures that can either cause (i) traffic impact (in
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terms of loss in traffic volume) or (ii) functional impact (device functions incorrectly
in routing or processing traffic). For the former, we leverage the network traffic logs to
estimate loss in traffic volume per failure event. For the latter, we extract functional
impact based on problems observed in network trouble tickets associated with the
failure event.
While these definitions are simple and intuitive, there are several key challenges
in utilizing the network event logs for studying device/link failure characteristics:
1. How can we differentiate noisy events from meaningful failures? For instance,
syslog messages can be spurious where a device may log multiple ‘down’ events
(even when it is operational) or when neighbors may send redundant notifications
for the same device. Similarly, how to handle link flaps generating multiple and
possibly overlapping down/up messages which get logged as separate events?
2. Is it accurate to consider all failures to characterize reliability? In particular, some
down events are expected due to routine and scheduled maintenance e.g., code
update. Operators aim to limit the planned downtime, and at the same time,
prioritize detection and mitigation of unexpected failures. While prior efforts [20,
23] did not differentiate them, “lumping” all events together risks inflating failure
rates.
3. How to handle redundant failures from devices that keep logging errors while
undergoing repairs or being scheduled for replacement? Figure 3.1 shows the
CCDF for different types of LBs in our dataset with some devices logging more
than 1000 down messages over a few hours as the monitoring system did not
suppress them during triage. Such events may bias measurement of device failures.
In this chapter, we outline several techniques rooted in applied statistics to extract
events causing service-level impact.

Chapter Organization: The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1
describes the multiple sources of data collected by network operators, comprising our
large-scale dataset spanning three years (July 24, 2010 - June 24, 2013). Section 3.2
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Figure 3.1. Complementary cumulative distribution (CCDF) plot of the
number of failures logged by devices. The tail indicates devices that log
thousands of failures.

describes a systematic methodology based on event processing to extract failures
causing service-level impact. Finally, Section 3.3 outlines our validation methodology.

3.1 Network Datasets
Network Event Logs: Network failures are typically detected from monitoring
alarms such as syslog and SNMP traps and tracking the health of each device/link
via ping and SNMP polling. These logs contain information about the network element experiencing the event, the event type, the other end- point of this device/link,
and a short machine-generated description of the event.

High Severity Incidents: To analyze impactful incidents where service outages occur and customers get impacted, operators keep details of each high severity incident.
Similar to the trouble ticket data, each high severity incident has a unique ticket identifier and contains both structured and unstructured information which we leverage
for problem inference. We use this dataset over a period of five years (2008-13).

Trouble Tickets: To track network faults during troubleshooting, a ticketing system
is used typically based on the NOC RFC [22]. This system coordinates tasks among
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network engineers working on an incident. Tickets have a unique identifier and contain both structured information about the failure (such as when and how a failure
was discovered) and a diary of steps taken by operators to resolve the problem. As
we will empirically validate in Chapter 4, we cannot use the structured information
inside network trouble tickets for any problem inference due to their high inaccuracy.
Therefore, we leverage NetSieve [24] on the network support tickets to infer root
causes for (1) high severity incidents and (2) failure events including maintenancerelated network changes.

Maintenance Data: To track activities such as device repairs/provisioning, configuration changes, and software upgrades throughout the network, operators use
a maintenance tracking and revision control system. It serves as a repository of
syslog information and includes comments from network engineers about when and
why changes were performed. Before debugging an outage, an engineer checks this
repository for on-going maintenance and verifies any recent changes to the device configuration. We also obtained maintenance tracking information for inter-datacenter
long-haul links where the operators recorded the expected duration of a fiber or segment to be down. To avoid skewing the failure distributions due to maintenance
events, we compute the downtime of devices/links by removing the downtime from
planned changes.

Network Traffic Data: We utilize traffic averages observed every five minutes on
network interfaces logged using SNMP [25] polling. Traffic monitoring systems use
the MIB [26] format to store the data that includes fields such as the interface type
(token ring, ethernet etc.), other end of the interface, interface status (up/down),
number of bytes sent/received. We correlate this traffic data with failure events to
extract failures impacting network traffic, and to reverse-engineer the topology using
active link-level connectivity.
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3.2 Analysis Methodology
We build upon the methodology of Turner et al. [18] and Gill et al. [20] on utilizing
low-level network events, but differentiate in four important ways. First, we apply a
pipeline of event processing steps to analyze and correlate network event data sources
(Figure 3.2). Second, we identify redundant events and analyze how they contribute
towards measurement noise. Third, we remove events generated due to inactive links
and planned maintenance to identify unexpected failures. Finally, we extract impactful failures by correlating network events with traffic loss, and infer their problem root
causes from trouble tickets. Figure 3.2 shows the effectiveness of each processing step.

Step 1: The goal of the first step is to fix various timing inconsistencies. First, it
groups all events with the same start and end time originating on the same interface
with the same event description (thereby removing duplicate events). Next, by picking the earliest start and end times, multiple events within a 60 second time window
on the same interface are grouped into a single event. This is done to avoid problems
due to clock skews and log buffering. Finally, if two events originating on the same
interface contain the same event description and have the same start time but different end times, they are grouped into a single event and assigned the earlier of the
end times. We take the earliest end times as events may not be marked as cleared
long after their resolution.

Step 2: The second step filters all planned network changes based on a maintenance
tracking system. Each network change is annotated with the time window, the device name and the type of maintenance being carried out. Network operators likely
have a good understanding of problems being handled by scheduled maintenance and
thus, we focus on analyzing device and link-level reliability due to unexpected outages.
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Figure 3.2. A pipeline of event processing steps to analyze and extract impactful failures from network data sources.
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Step 3: The third processing step removes redundant events due to devices that continue logging error messages when they are being troubleshooted or where the events
were not suppressed even after the problem had been identified. Figure 3.1 shows
the CCDF plot for different types of devices in our dataset. Observe that a small
fraction of devices log up to thousands of failure events. To filter them, we apply the
following technique based on discussion with operators: merge all events that have
the same ticket identifier as events with the same ticket ID are likely to have the same
symptoms.

Step 4: The final step aims to identify events causing service impact based on two
rules: the event caused (i) loss of traffic (i.e., a drop in the median traffic on the
device/link during a failure compared to its median value in the recent past e.g.,
preceding 2-hour window), or (ii) noticeable application-level impact.
A. Traffic Impact: Since the network is shared and we did not have access to application logs, we estimate the failure impact by leveraging network traffic data and
computing the ratio of the median traffic on a failed device/link during a failure
and its value in the recent past (preceding a two hour window): a failure has traffic impact if this ratio is less than one [20]. Note that this filter is applied after a
network alarm has been logged and a ticket opened to resolve the issue. Hence,
it will not misclassify failures due to the inherent time-varying nature of traffic
e.g., time of day effects. We perform hypothesis testing to validate this approach.
Specifically, we use the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) [27] test for validation,
which is a non-parametric significance test to compare two populations. The null
hypothesis to test is that the traffic values observed before a failure and during a
failure have identical distribution functions. We randomly sampled 7k middlebox
failure events and 7k time points from periods during which no known failures
occurred. For the former, we obtained traffic values up to eight hours before the
failure and during the failure, and up to eight hours before the event and up to
two hours afterwards for the latter.
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Figure 3.3 plots the distribution of the p-value to quantify the fraction of cases
where we can reject the null hypothesis at a significance level of 0.05. The top
figure shows that in 99.3% of the failures, p-value is less than 0.05; the remaining
cases had insufficient traffic data points (e.g., due to best-effort logging). Hence
the null hypothesis can be rejected in 99.3% of the cases. Similarly, the bottom
figure shows that the distributions are identical during periods when no failures
occurred. Further, a time window size of two hours and eight hours of traffic before
the event yields the highest and lowest accuracy, respectively. Indeed, under
more strict assumptions, a significant MWW test can be interpreted as showing
a difference in medians [28]. Gill et al. [20] also correlated failures with traffic
deviations, but it did not evaluate its accuracy or specify the time window size
before a failure to compute the traffic ratio with highest accuracy. As Figure 3.3
(top) shows, the accuracy is clearly dependent on the time window size.
B. Device Malfunction Impact: To measure impact due to incorrect device function,
we leverage the information logged by operators in trouble tickets to determine the
problem root causes when middleboxes fail. Specifically, we apply NetSieve [24],
an automated problem inference system that analyzes the free-form text in a
trouble ticket to generate its synopsis: (1) the problems observed e.g., link down,
misconfigured rule, (2) troubleshooting performed e.g., check configuration, verify
routes, and (3) actions taken for resolution e.g., replaced line card, cleaned fiber.

3.3 Validation
We performed ground truth validation to evaluate the fidelity of our failure analysis methodology. Specifically, we validate our methodology along two dimensions:
(1) accuracy i.e., are all the processed events actionable? and (2) completeness i.e.,
did it miss any events from the ground truth data?
Our approach towards validation of our event processing pipeline is as follows (see
Figure 3.5): For the former, we ensure that our result set includes all events deemed
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Figure 3.3. MWW test: p-value < 0.05 in 99.3% of the failures (top),
and p-value > 0.05 in 99.2% of the events during no failure periods
(bottom). Hence the null hypothesis can be rejected.

“actionable” by operators — we can recognize these actionable events by verifying if
an operator attached a trouble ticket to it implying that the event was troubleshooted.
More precisely:
• Take all the events X that have a ticket associated with them i.e., the network
operators have already marked these events as actionable. We assume that any
event not in the set X was not actionable (e.g., no visible impact by the network
analyst or an end-user) and hence there are no false negatives in our case.
• Compute the set of events Y which have had some form of impact (e.g., traffic
impact) from the raw events being generated by the network monitoring system.
• Verify that Y ⊆ X
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Figure 3.4. Our goal is to attach the event processing pipeline to the
raw events getting generated by the network monitoring system so as
to minimize the burden on the operator.

Note: Quantifying X — Y (which could be construed as false positives in this case)
is subjective because a network operator may not take an action (e.g., network trouble
ticket is empty) if the problem is short-lived or a grey failure e.g., link congestion, link
flapping, device reboot due to a failed assertion. Therefore, we verify that X ′ = Y
where X ′ ⊆ X and X ′ contains all events which are not grey failures.
As an additional step of validation, we leverage the high severity incident database
described in Section 1. Because each such incident caused a service impact where
the network redundancy was ineffective, we use this database as the ground truth.
We compared our result set against the high severity incidents, and verified that (1)
none of the events from this incident list were missed (i.e., no false negatives) and (2)
in each case, network redundancy was in fact, unsuccessful in masking the failure.
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Figure 3.5. Verifying the events filtered by the event processing pipeline
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3.4 Summary
In large-scale distributed systems, failures become a norm rather than an exception. Using several network data sources, this chapter presented (i) techniques rooted
in applied statistics to achieve noise reduction and (ii) methodology for correlating
different source of data. In Chapter 5, we will leverage this data to derive actionable
insights that network operators can incorporate into their day-to-day operations.
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4 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR UNSTRUCTURED DATA
Network failures are a significant contributor to system downtime and service unavailability [18, 20, 29]. To track network troubleshooting and maintenance, operators
typically deploy a trouble ticket system which logs all the steps from opening a ticket
(e.g., customer complaint, SNMP alarm) till its resolution [22]. Trouble tickets comprise two types of fields: (a) structured data often generated automatically by alarm
systems such as ticket id, time of alert, and syslog error, and (b) free-form text written
by operators to record the diagnosis steps and communication (e.g., via IM, email)
with the customer or other technicians while mitigating the problem. Even though
the free-form field is less regular and precise compared to the fixed text, it usually
provides a detailed view of the problem: what happened? what troubleshooting was
done? and what was the resolution? Figure 4.1 shows a ticket describing continuous
reboots of a load balancer even after reseating its power supply units; bad memory
as the root cause; and memory replacement as the fix; which would be hard to infer

UNSTRUCTURED (Diary)

STRUCTURED

from coarse-grained fixed data.
Ticket Title: Ticket #xxxxxx NetDevice; LoadBalancer Down 100%
Summary: Indicates that the root cause is a failed system
Problem Type

Problem SubType Priority

Severity - 2

2: Medium

Created

Operator 1: Both power supplies have been reseated
Operator 1: The device has been powered back up and it does not
appear that it has come back online. Please advise.
Operator 2: Ok. Let me see what I can do.
--- Original Message --From: Vendor Support
Subject: Regarding Case Number #yyyyyy
Title: Device v9.4.5 continuously rebooting
As discussed, the device has bad memory chips as such we
replace it. Please completely ﬁll the RMA form below and return it.

Figure 4.1. An example network trouble ticket.
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Unfortunately, while tickets contain valuable information to infer problem trends
and improve network management, mining them automatically is extremely hard.
On one hand, the fixed fields are often inaccurate or incomplete [30]. Our analysis
(Section 4.1.1) on a large ticket dataset shows that the designated problem type
and subtype fields had incorrect or inconclusive information in 69% and 75% of the
tickets, respectively. On the other hand, since the free-form text is written in natural
language, it is often ambiguous and contains typos, grammatical errors, and words
(e.g., “cable”, “line card”, “power supply”) having domain-specific meanings different
from the dictionary.
Given these fundamental challenges, it becomes difficult to automatically extract
meaning from raw ticket text even with advanced NLP techniques, which are designed to process well-written text (e.g., news articles) [31]. Most prior work on
mining trouble tickets use either keyword search and manual processing of free-form
content [32–34], predefined rule set from ticket history [35], or document clustering
based on manual keyword selection [30]. While these approaches are simple to implement and can help narrow down the types of problems to examine, they risk (1)
inaccuracy as they consider only the presence of a keyword regardless of where it
appears (e.g., “do not replace the cable” specifies a negation) and its relationship to
other words (e.g., “checking for maintenance” does not clarify whether the ticket was
actually due to maintenance), (2) a significant human effort to build the keyword list
and repeating the process for new tickets, and (3) inflexibility due to pre-defined rule
sets as they do not cover unexpected incidents or become outdated as the network
evolves.

Table 4.1
Examples of network trouble tickets and their inference output from NetSieve.
Inference output from NetSieve

1

Ticket Title

Problems

Activities

Actions

SNMPTrap LogAlert 100%: Internal link 4.8 is unavailable.

link down, failover, bad

swap cable, upgrade fiber, run

replace cable, HDD

sectors

fsck, verify HDD

firmware error, interface

verify and break-fix supervisor

2

HSRPEndpoint SwitchOver 100%: The status of HSRP
endpoint has changed since last polling.

failure

engine

reboot switch

3

StandbyFail: Failover condition, this standby will not be able

unexpected reboot,

verify load balancer, run config

rma power supply unit

to go active.

performance degraded

script

4

The machine can no longer reach internet resources. Gateway

verify static route

reboot server, invoke failover,

rehome server, reboot

packet capture

top-of-rack switch
replace load balancer

is set to load balancer float IP.
5

6

Device console is generating a lot of log messages and not

sync error, no

power down device, verify

authenticating users to login.

redundancy

maintenance

Kernel panic 100%: CPU context corrupt.

load balancer reboot,

check performance, break-fix

upgrade BIOS, reboot load

firmware bug

upgrade

balancer

standby dead,

upgrade devices

replace standby and active,

verify for known maintenance

replace network card

verify interface

cable and xenpak module

7

Content Delivery Network: Load balancer is in bad state,
failing majority of keep-alive requests.

misconfigured route

8

OSPFNeighborRelationship Down 100%: This OSPF link

connectivity failure,

9

between neighboring endpoints is down.

packet errors

HighErrorRate: Summary:

packet errors

deploy hot-fix

http://domain/characteristics.cgi?<device>.
10

replace supervisor engine,

AllComponentsDown: Summary: Indicates that all

replaced
down alerts

verify for decommissioned devices

decommission load balancer

components in the redundancy group are down;
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In this chapter, we present NetSieve, a problem inference system that aims to automatically analyze ticket text written in natural language to infer the problem symptoms, troubleshooting activities, and resolution actions. Since it is nearly impractical
to understand any arbitrary text, NetSieve adopts a domain-specific approach to first
build a knowledge base using existing tickets, automatically to the extent possible,
and then use it to do problem inference. While a ticket may contain multiple pieces of
useful information, NetSieve focuses on inferring three key features for summarization
as shown in Table 4.1:
1. Problems denote the network entity (e.g., router, link, power supply unit) and
its associated state, condition or symptoms (e.g., crash, defective, reboot) as
identified by an operator e.g., bad memory, line card failure, crash of a load
balancer.
2. Activities indicate the steps performed on the network entity during troubleshooting e.g., clean and swap cables, verify hard disk drive, run configuration script.
3. Actions represent the resolution action(s) performed on the network entity to
mitigate the problem e.g., upgrade BIOS, rehome servers, reseat power supply.
To achieve this functionality, NetSieve combines techniques from several areas in
a novel way to perform problem inference over three phases. First, it constructs a
domain-specific knowledge base and an ontology model to interpret the free-form text
using pattern mining and statistical NLP. In particular, it finds important domainspecific words and phrases (e.g., “supervisor engine”, “kernel”, “configuration”) and
then maps them onto the ontology model to specify relationships between them.
Second, it applies this knowledge base to infer problems, activities and actions from
tickets and exports the inference output for summarization and trend analysis. Third,
to improve the inference accuracy, NetSieve performs incremental learning to incorporate human feedback.
Our evaluation on 10k+ network tickets from a large cloud provider shows that
NetSieve performs automated problem inference with 89%-100% accuracy, and several
network teams in that cloud provider have used its inference output to learn global
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problem trends: (1) compare device reliability across platforms and vendors, (2) analyze cases when network redundancy failover is ineffective, and (3) prioritize checking
for the top-k problems and failing components during network troubleshooting.
This chapter describes the following:
• A large-scale measurement study (Section 4.1) to highlight the challenges in analyzing structured data and free-form text in network trouble tickets.
• Design and implementation (Section 4.2) of NetSieve, an automated inference
system that analyzes free-form text in tickets to extract the problem symptoms,
troubleshooting activities and resolution actions.
• Evaluation (Section 4.3) of NetSieve using expert review, study with network
operators and vendor data, and showing its applicability (Section 5.8) to improve
network management.
Limitations: NetSieve is based on analyzing free-form text written by operators.
Thus, its accuracy is dependent on (a) fidelity of the operators’ input and (b) tickets
containing sufficient information for inference. NetSieve leverages NLP techniques,
and hence is subject to their well-known limitations such as ambiguities caused by
anaphoras (e.g., referring to a router as this), complex negations (e.g., “device gets
replaced” but later in the ticket, the action is negated by the use of an anaphora)
and truth conditions (e.g., “please replace the unit once you get more in stock” does
not clarify whether the unit has been replaced). NetSieve inference rules may be
specific to our ticket data and may not apply to other networks. While we cannot
establish representativeness, this concern is alleviated to some extent by the size and
diversity of our dataset. Finally, our ontology model represents one way of building
a knowledge base, based on discussions with operators. Given that the ticket system
is subjective and domain-specific, alternative approaches may work better for other
systems.

Chapter Organization: The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1
describes the challenges associated with analyzing unstructured data. In Section 4.2,
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Figure 4.2. Problem types and subtypes listed in the tickets.
we describe the design and implementation of NetSieve that takes a practical step
towards automatically analyzing natural language text in network tickets to infer the
problem symptoms, troubleshooting activities, and resolution actions. Section 4.3
describes the system evaluation. Finally, we describe the deployment and impact of
NetSieve in Section 5.8.

4.1 Challenges in Analyzing Network Trouble Tickets
In this section, we present a measurement study to highlight the key challenges
in automated problem inference from network tickets. The dataset comprises 10K+
(absolute counts omitted due to confidentiality reasons) network tickets logged during
April 2010-2012 from a large cloud provider. Next, we describe the challenges in
analyzing fixed fields and free-form text in trouble tickets.

4.1.1 Challenges: Analyzing Fixed Fields
C1: Coarse granularity. The fixed fields in tickets contain attributes such as ‘ProblemType’ and ‘ProblemSubType’, which are either pre-populated by alarm systems
or filled in by operators. Figure 4.2 shows the top-10 problem types and sub-types
along-with the fraction of tickets. Sev denotes problem severity assigned based on
SLAs with the customer. We observe that while problem types such as Software,
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Hardware, Maintenance, and Incident provide coarse granularity information about
the problem type, other types e.g., Sev[1-5] are highly subjective reflecting operator’s
judgement and they account for 68.8% of the tickets. As a result, these fields are not
useful to precisely infer the observed problems.

C2: Inaccuracy or Incompleteness. Figure 4.3 shows the problem categorization
for a randomly selected subset of tickets labeled by a domain expert (top) and the
field values from the tickets (bottom) for three different types of devices: (1) Access
Routers (AR), (2) Firewalls, and (3) Load balancers (LB); the number of tickets is
300, 42, and 299, respectively.

We make two key observations. First, the Problem SubType field (in the bottom
row) is Unknown in about 79%-87% of the tickets. As a result, we may incorrectly
infer that devices failed due to unknown problems, whereas the problems were precisely reported in the expert labeled set based on the same ticket data. Second, the
categories annotated by the expert and ticket fields for each device type have little
overlap, and even when there is a common category, there is a significant difference
in the fraction of tickets attributed to that category e.g., ‘Cable’ accounts for 0.6%
of the LB tickets whereas the ground truth shows their contribution to be 9.7%.
The reason that these fields are inaccurate or incomplete is that operators work
under a tight time schedule, and they usually have a narrow focus of mitigating a
problem rather than analyzing failure trends. Thus, they may not have the time, may
not be motivated, or simply forget to input precise data for these fields after closing
the tickets. Further, some fixed fields have a drop-down menu of pre-defined labels
and every problem may not be easily described using them.
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Figure 4.3. Categorization of the ‘Problem SubType’ field in tickets for
(a) Access Routers (AR), (b) Firewalls, and (c) Load balancers (LB). The
top and bottom rows show the major problem subtypes as labeled by an
expert and the ticket field, respectively.
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4.1.2 Challenges: Analyzing Free-Form Text
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of word count in free-form text across our dataset
consisting of 231 million words and 3.2 million sentences. We observe that the median
word count is 1,266, but the distribution has a long tail with tickets comprising about
a million words. Ziefle et al. [36] indicate that the average reading speed of a human
is about 180 words/minute, but they assume that the text is direct, regular and easyto-understand, without any errors. In comparison to structured data, the free-form
text in network tickets is descriptive and ambiguous: it has domain-specific words
and synonyms mixed with regular dictionary words, spelling and grammar errors,
and writings from different operators.
Specifically, we highlight the following challenges in mining free-form text in trouble tickets:
C1: Diversity of content. A ticket may contain a variety of semantic elements
such as emails, IMs, device debug logs, devices names, and operator notes.
C2: Domain-specific words. Without a prior list of domain-specific keywords,
training spell checkers can be hard e.g., DMZ and DNS are both valid technical
keywords, but they cannot be found in the dictionary.
C3: Redundant text. Tickets often contain text fragments that appear with high
frequency. We observe three types of frequently occurring fragments (see Figure 4.1):
templates, emails and device logs. Templates are text fragments added by operators to
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meet triage guidelines, but they often do not contain any problem-specific information.
Many emails are asynchronous replies to a previous message and thus, it may be hard
to reconstruct the message order for inference. Log messages are usually appended
to a ticket in progress. Therefore, text mining using metrics such as term frequency
may incorrectly give more weightage to terms that appear in these logs.
Overall, these challenges highlight the difficulty in automatically inferring problems from tickets. While we studied only our ticket dataset, our conversation with
operators (having a broader industry view and some having worked at other networks), suggests that these challenges are similar to those of many other systems.

4.2 NetSieve Design and Implementation
In this section, we first give an overview of NetSieve and then describe its design
and implementation.

4.2.1 Design Goals
To automatically analyze free-form text, NetSieve should meet the following design
goals:
1. Accuracy: The inference system needs to be accurate as incorrect inference can
lead to bad operator decisions, and wasted time and effort in validating inference
output for each ticket, thus limiting practicality.
2. Automation: Although we cannot completely eliminate humans from the loop,
the system should be able to operate as autonomously as possible.
3. Adaptation: As the network evolves, the system should be able to analyze new
types of problems and leverage human feedback to acquire new knowledge for
continuously improving the inference accuracy.
4. Scalability: The system should be scalable to process a large number of tickets
where each ticket may comprise up to a million characters, in a reasonable time.
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5. Usability: The output from the inference system should provide a user-friendly
interface (e.g., visualization, REST, plaintext) to allow the operator to browse,
filter and process the inference output.

4.2.2 Overview
NetSieve infers three key features from network trouble tickets: (1) Problem symptoms indicating what problem occurred, (2) Troubleshooting activities describing the
diagnostic steps, and (3) Resolution actions denoting the fix applied to mitigate the
problem.
Figure 4.5 shows an overview of the NetSieve architecture. NetSieve operates in
three phases. First, the knowledge building phase constructs a domain-specific knowledge base and an ontology model using existing tickets and input from a domainexpert. Second, the operational phase uses the knowledge base to make problem
inference from tickets. Third, the incremental learning phase improves the accuracy
of knowledge base using human guidance. We next give a brief description of each of
these phases.

Knowledge Building Phase: The goal of this phase is to analyze free-form text
to extract important domain-specific phrases such as “power supply unit” and “load
balancer” using repeated pattern mining (Section 4.2.3) and statistical NLP (Section 4.2.3). These domain-specific phrases are then mapped onto an ontology model
(Section 4.2.3) that formally represents the relationships between network entities
and stores them in a knowledge base. This phase is executed either when NetSieve is
bootstrapped or to re-train the system using expert feedback.
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Figure 4.5. NetSieve Architecture: The first phase builds a domainspecific knowledge base using existing tickets. The second phase uses
the knowledge base to make problem inference. The third phase leverages human guidance to improve the inference accuracy.
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Operational Phase: The goal of this phase is to perform problem inference (Section 4.2.4) from a ticket using the knowledge base. To export the inference output, NetSieve supports SQL (through the Query Engine) and HTTP GET requests
(through a Query Interface such as REST [37]) and outputs results in a variety of
data formats such as XML/JSON, and through data visualization for ticket summarization and trend analysis.

Incremental Learning Phase: To improve inference accuracy, it is important to
continuously update the knowledge base to incorporate any new domain-specific terminologies. NetSieve provides an interface to allow a domain-expert to give feedback
for improving the ontology model, synonyms, blacklists and whitelists. After each
learning session, NetSieve performs problem inference using the updated knowledge
base.

4.2.3 Knowledge Building Phase
Building a domain-specific knowledge phase requires addressing three key questions. First, what type of information should be extracted from the free-form text to
enable problem inference? Second, how do we extract this information in a scalable
manner from a large ticket corpus? Third, how do we model the relationships in the
extracted information to infer meaning from the ticket content. Next we describe
solutions to these questions.

Repeated Pattern Extraction
Intuitively, the phrases that would be most useful to build a knowledge base should
capture domain-specific information and be related to hot (common) and important
problem types. As mining arbitrary ticket text is extremely hard (Section 4.1), we first
extract hot phrases and later apply filters (Section 4.2.3) to select the important ones.
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DESIGN: To find the hot phrases from ticket text, we initially applied conventional
text mining techniques for n-gram extraction. N -grams are arbitrary and recurrent
word combinations [38] that are repeated in a given context [39]. Since network
tickets have no inherent linguistic model, we extracted n-grams of arbitrary length for
comprehensive analysis without limiting to bi-grams or tri-grams. We implemented
several advanced techniques [39–41] from computational linguistics and NLP, and
observed the following challenges:
1. Extracting all possible n-grams can be computationally expensive for a large n
and is heavily dependent on the size of the corpus. We investigated using a
popular technique by Nagao et al. [41] based on extracting word co-locations,
implemented in C [42]. On our dataset, this algorithm did not terminate on a
100K word document after 36 hours of CPU time on a Xeon 2.67 GHz eight-core
server with 48 GB RAM, as also observed by others [43].
2. Determining and fine-tuning the numerous thresholds and parameters used by
statistical techniques [39, 41, 44] is difficult when the corpus size is large.
3. Not all n-grams are useful due to their semantic context. For instance, n-grams
such as “showing green” (LED status) and “unracking the” (unmounting the
server) occurred frequently together but they do not contribute to the domain
knowledge.
To address these challenges, we trade completeness in n-gram extraction for scalability and speedup. Our idea to extract hot patterns is to use a data compression
algorithm, typically used to compress files by finding recurring patterns in the data
and encoding them. A dictionary is maintained to map the repeated patterns to their
output codes. Clearly, these dictionaries do not include all possible n-grams, but they
contain hot patterns that are frequent enough to bootstrap the knowledge base.
Data compression algorithms typically operate at a byte or character level, and
they do not output the frequency of patterns in their dictionary. To address these
issues, NetSieve performs pattern extraction in two phases (Figure 4.6). First, it
tokenizes input into sentences and leverages LZW [45] to develop a word-level LZW
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TICKETS
1 - Repeated Pattern Extraction
Tokenize into
sentences

Dictionary

Word-Level LZW
Compressor

Word-Level LZW Compression
2 - Frequency Estimation of Repeated Patterns
Construct Finite State Automaton
for dictionary using a Trie

Single pass over input for
frequency estimation

Aho-Corasick Pattern Matching

PATTERNS + FREQUENCY

Figure 4.6. Two Phase Pattern Extraction. First, NetSieve tokenizes
input into sentences and applies WLZW to build a dictionary of repeated patterns. Second, it uses the Aho-Corasick pattern matching
algorithm to calculate their frequency.
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Figure 4.7. Performance of WLZW: (a) Optimized implementation
using Cython gives a performance boost of up to 5x-20x over a Python
based solution as expected. Comparing NetSieve with N-gram extraction of Nagao et al. [41] (b) NetSieve is able to scale well beyond a
million words in comparison to Nagao(f=10), where f is the phrase
frequency.
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Table 4.2
Examples of phrases extracted using the Two Phase Pattern Extraction algorithm.
Phrase Type
Frequent messages

Phrase Pattern
team this is to inform you that there has
been a device down alarm reported on
errors 0 collisions 0 interface resets 0

Debug messages

babbles 0 late collision 0 deferred <device>
sup 1a
if you need assistance outside of these

Email snippets

hours please call into the htts toll free
number 1 800

encoder (WLZW) that builds a dictionary of repeated patterns at the word-level. In
the second phase, NetSieve applies the Aho-Corasick algorithm [46] to output frequency of the repeated phrases. Aho-Corasick is a string matching algorithm that
runs in a single-pass and has a complexity linear in the pattern length, input size and
the number of output matches.

IMPLEMENTATION: We implemented the two phase pattern extraction algorithm in Cython [47], that allows translating Python into optimized C/C++ code.
To optimize performance, we implemented the Aho-Corasick algorithm using suffixtrees [48] as opposed to the conventional suffix-arrays [49]. As expected, we achieved a
5x-20x performance improvement using Cython compared to a Python-based solution
(Figure 4.7(a)).
Figure 4.7(b) shows the performance comparison of WLZW to Nagao (f=10) [41]
which extracts all n-grams that occur at least 10 times. The latter terminated due
to insufficient memory for a million word document. In comparison, NetSieve is able
to process documents containing 100 million words in under 2.7 hours.
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Note that WLZW is one way to extract hot patterns; we will explore other methods
[43, 50, 51] in the future.

Knowledge Discovery
The goal of the knowledge discovery phase is to filter important domain-specific
patterns from the extracted set in the previous phase; Table 4.2 shows examples
of the extracted phrases. We define a pattern as important when it contributes to
understanding of the “central topic” in a ticket. Consider the following excerpt from
a ticket:
We found that the device <name> Power LED is amber and it is in hung state. This device
has silver power supply. We need to change the silver power supply to black. We will let
you know once the power supply is changed.

The central topic of the above excerpt is “device failure that requires a power supply
unit to be changed” and the phrases in bold are relevant. While the pattern extractor
outputs these phrases as repeated patterns, the key challenge is how to distinguish
them from noisy patterns.

DESIGN: An intuitive method is to select the most frequently occurring patterns as
important. However, we observed that many of them were warning messages which
did not contribute to the central topic. Therefore, we apply a pipeline of three filters
to identify the important domain-specific patterns.

Phrase Length/Frequency Filter: The idea behind applying this filter is that both
the length and frequency of a phrase can act as good indicators of its importance.
Intuitively, we are interested in phrases of short-length, but having a high-frequency.
The rationale is that the other length-frequency combinations are either noise, occur
due to typos, or can be constructed using short phrases.
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Phrase Length

Figure 4.8. Filtering phrases using phrase length and frequency.

We did not use a spell checker because an untrained or an undertrained one may
incorrectly modify domain-specific words such as DNS and DMZ, and the probability
of an important domain-specific phrase having typos in a large fraction of tickets is
likely small. We plot the distribution of length and frequency of phrases (Figure 4.8)
and then manually inspect a random subset in each quartile to derive heuristics for
threshold-based filtering (Table 4.3).

Part-Of-Speech (PoS) Filter: The second filter is based on the seminal work of
Justeson et al. [52]. They postulate that technical terms or domain-specific phrases
have no satisfactory formal definition and can only be intuitively characterized: they
generally occur only in specialized types of usage and are often specific to subsets of
domains. Specifically, they conclude that most technical phrases contain only nouns
and adjectives after analyzing four major technical dictionaries and subsequently provide a set of seven patterns outlined in Table 4.4. We build upon these patterns and
map them to state-of-the-art Penn Treebank tagset [53], a simplified part-of-speech
tagset for English, using regular expressions (Table 4.4). Further, this mapping allows
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Table 4.3
Thresholds for Phrase Length/Frequency filter.
Filtering Rule

Reason

Length > 20 words

Likely Templates (long repeated patterns)

Single word phrases i.e.,

Important unigrams occur as part of a

unigrams

bi-gram or a tri-gram.

Frequency < 10 i.e., rare

Likely an isolated incident and not a

words or phrases

frequently occurring problem trend

Contain numbers

Domain-specific phrases rarely contain
numbers

Table 4.4
NetSieve converts the Justeson-Katz PoS patterns to Penn Treebank
PoS patterns to filter technical phrases.
Justeson-Katz

NetSieve Patterns

Example

Adjective Noun

JJ NN[PS]*

mobile network

Noun Noun

NN[PS]* NN[PS]*

demo phase

Adjective Adjective Noun

JJ JJ NN[PS]*

fast mobile network

Adjective Noun Noun

JJ NN[PS]* NN[PS]*

accessible device logs

Noun Adjective Noun

NN[PS]* JJ NN[PS]*

browser based

Patterns

authentication
Noun Noun Noun

NN[PS]* NN[PS]*

power supply unit

NN[PS]*
Noun Preposition Noun

NN[PS]* IN NN[PS]*

device down alert

JJ: Adjective; NN: Singular Noun; NNP: Proper singular noun;
NNPS: Proper plural noun; IN: Preposition
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our implementation to leverage existing part-of-speech taggers of natural language
toolkits such as NLTK [54] and SharpNLP [55]. Filtering takes place in two steps:
(1) each input phrase is tagged with its associated part-of-speech tags, and (2) the
part-of-speech pattern is discarded if it fails to match a pattern.

Entropy Filter: The third filter uses information theory to filter statistically insignificant phrases, and sorts them based on importance to aid manual labeling. We
achieve this by computing two metrics for each phrase [43]:
1. Mutual Information (MI): M I(x, y) compares the probability of observing
word x and word y together (the joint probability) with the probabilities of observing x and y independently. For a phrase pattern, MI is computed by the
following formula:
M I(xY z) = log



tf (xY z) ∗ tf (Y )
tf (xY ) ∗ tf (Y z)



(4.1)

where xY z is a phrase pattern, x and z are a word/character and Y is a subphrase or sub-string, tf denotes the term-frequency of a word or phrase in the
corpus.
2. Residual Inverse Document Frequency (RIDF): RIDF is the difference between the observed IDF and what would be expected under a Poisson model for a
random word or phrase with comparable frequency. RIDF of a phrase is computed
as follows:

−tf 
)
+ log 1 − exp (
RIDF = − log
D
D
 df 



(4.2)

where df denotes the document-frequency (the number of tickets which contain
the phrase) and D as the total number of tickets.
Phrases with high RIDF or MI have distributions that cannot be attributed to
chance [43]. In particular, MI aims to pick vocabulary expected in a dictionary,
while RIDF aims to select domain-specific keywords, not likely to exist in a general
dictionary. We investigated both metrics as they are orthogonal and that each tends
to separately pick interesting phrases [43].
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IMPLEMENTATION: The three filters are applied as a sequential pipeline and
are implemented in Python. For PoS tagging, we utilize the Stanford Log-Linear PoS
Tagger [56] as an add-on module to the Natural Language Toolkit [54] and implement
a multi-threaded tagger that uses the phrase length/frequency filter to first filter a
list of candidate phrases for tagging.
After applying the threshold-based filtering and PoS filters on the input 18.85M
phrases, RIDF and MI are computed for the remaining 187K phrases. This step
significantly reduced the computational cost compared to prior work [39–41, 43], which
aim to compute statistics for all n-grams. Similar to [43], we did not observe strong
correlation between RIDF and MI (Figure 4.9 (top)). We relied solely on RIDF
because most phrases with high MI were already filtered by RIDF and the remaining
ones contained terms not useful in our context.
The bottom graph of Figure 4.9 shows the CCDF plot of RIDF which can be
used to set a threshold to narrow down the phrase list for the next stage of human
review. Determining the threshold poses a trade off between the completeness of the
domain-dictionary and the human effort required to analyze the extracted patterns.
In our prototype, we set the threshold based on RIDF such that 3% (5.6K) of the
total phrases (187K) are preserved. Further, we sort these phrase patterns based on
RIDF for expert review as phrases with higher values get labeled quickly. An expert
sifted through the 5.6K phrases (Figure 4.10) and selected 1.6K phrase patterns that
we consider as ground truth, in less than four hours. We observed that most of the
discarded patterns were redundant as they can be constructed from the ground truth
patterns.
While we leverage manual review to obtain the ground truth, this is a necessary
step for any supervised technique. We plan to explore other techniques such as
Named-Entity Recognition [57] and using domain experts for crowdsourcing [58] to
automate this step.
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Figure 4.9. Absence of correlation between RIDF and MI metrics
(top). Using a CCDF plot of RIDF to determine a threshold for
filtering the phrases for expert review (bottom).

All repeated phrase patterns with their frequencies

FILTERS

Part-of-Speech
Filter

+
187K

Entropy
Filter

5.60K

Filtering
Ground Truth
phrase patterns

1.68K

Split phrases and tag

+

Tagged Phrases

DOMAIN-EXPERT

+

Phrase Length/
Frequency Filter

Useful phrase
patterns

18.85M

0.6K

Figure 4.10. The pipeline of filtering phrases to determine a list of
ground truth phrase patterns which are then split and tagged manually with the NetSieve-Ontology classes.
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Ontology Modeling
The goal of building ontology models is to determine semantic interpretation of
important domain-specific phrases generated by the knowledge discovery stage. For
instance, between the terms slot and memory slot, we are looking for the latter term
with high specificity. Intuitively, we need to model an ontology where domain-specific
phrases have a concrete meaning and can be combined together to enable semantic
interpretation.

DESIGN: Developing an ontology model involves three steps [59, 60]: (1) defining
classes in the ontology, (2) arranging the classes in a taxonomic (superclass, subclass) hierarchy and (3) defining interactions amongst the classes. Note that defining
an ontology is highly domain-specific and depends on extensions anticipated by the
domain-expert. We designed and embedded one such ontology into NetSieve based on
discussion with operators. Below, we discuss the design rationale behind the classes,
taxonomies and interactions in our model.
Classes and Taxonomies: A class describes a concept in a given domain. For
example, a class of entities can represent all devices (e.g., routers, load balancers and
cables) and a class of conditions can represent all possible states of an entity (e.g.,
bad, flapping, faulty). A domain-expert sifted through the 1.6K phrases from previous stage and after a few iterations, identified seven classes to describe the phrases,
shown in Table 4.5.
Taxonomic Hierarchy: To enable fine-grained problem inference, Entity is divided
into three sub-classes: Replaceable denoting entities that can be physically replaced,
Virtual denoting entities that are intangible and Maintenance denoting entities that
can “act” upon other entities. Actions are sub-classed in a similar way. The rest
of the classes can be considered as qualifiers for Entities and Actions. Qualifiers, in
general, act as adjectives or adverbs and give useful information about an Entity or
Action. In the final iteration, our domain-expert split each of the 1.6K long phrase
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Table 4.5
Classes in the NetSieve-Ontology model
Class

Sub-Class

Interpretation

Example

Replaceable

Tangible object that can be

Flash memory, Core

created/destroyed/replaced

router

Intangible object that can be

Port channel,

created/destroyed/replaced

configuration

Entity
Virtual

Maintenance Tangible object that can act upon other

field engineer, technician

entities
Action

Physical

decommission, replace,
rma

Maintenance

Condition

Requires creating/destroying an entity

Problem

Requires interacting with an entity and

clean, deploy, validate,

altering its state

verify

Describes condition that is known to

inoperative, reboot loop

have a negative effect
Maintenance

Describes condition that describes

break-fix

maintenance
False
Incident

Error
Low
Quantity

State known to not have any problems

false positive, false alert

State known to cause a problem

error, exception

Positive

Medium

Describes the quantity of an
entity/action

Synthetic

Analytic

medium
high, major

High
Negation

low, minor

Uses verb or noun to negate a

absence of, declined,

condition/incident/action

denied

Uses ’not’ to negate a

not

condition/incident/action
Positive
Sentiment

Neutral
Negative

Adds strength/weakness to an
action/incident

confirm, affirmative
not sure
likely, potential
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COMPLEMENTS

ATTACHES OPINION

COUNTS

Negation

Sentiment

Quantity

COMPLEMENTS

ATTACHES OPINION

COUNTS

COUNTS

Action
TAKEN ON

Condition
Incident
OCCURS UPON

Condition
Condition
DESCRIBES STATE

Entity

Figure 4.11. Ontology Model depicting interactions amongst the
NetSieve-Ontology Classes.

patterns into their constituent small phrase patterns and tagged them with the most
specific class that captured the phrase e.g., “and gbic replacement” → [(and, OMIT),
(gbic, ReplaceableEntity), (replacement, PhysicalAction)].
Most of these tagged phrases are domain-specific multi-word phrases and are not
found in a dictionary. While the words describing Entities were not ambiguous, we
found a few cases where other classes were ambiguous. For instance, phrases such as
“power supply” (hardware unit or power line), “bit errors” (memory or network link),
“port channel” (logical link bundling or virtual link), “flash memory” (memory reset
or type of memory), “device reload” and “interface reset” (unexpected or planned),
and “key corruption” (crypto-key or license-key) were hard to understand without a
proper context. To address this ambiguity, we use the text surrounding these phrases
to infer their intent (Section 4.2.4).
Finally, using these mappings, NetSieve embeds a ClassTagger module that given
an input, outputs tags for words that have an associated class mapping.
Interactions: An interaction describes relationships amongst the various classes in
the ontology model. For instance, there are valid interactions (an Action can be
caused upon an Entity) and invalid interactions (an Entity cannot describe a Sentiment). Figure 4.11 shows our model comprising interactions amongst the classes.
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Table 4.6
Concepts for the NetSieve-Ontology
Concept

Pattern

Example

Problems

[Replaceable — Virtual — Maintenance] Entity

The (device) was

preceded/succeeded by ProblemCondition

(faulty)

[Replaceable — Virtual — Maintenance] Entity

(check) (device)

preceded/succeeded by MaintenanceAction

connectivity and (clean)

Activities

the (fiber)
Actions

[Replaceable — Virtual — Maintenance] Entity

An (RMA) was initiated

preceded/succeeded by PhysicalAction

for the (load balancer)

IMPLEMENTATION: We obtained 0.6K phrases from the 1.6K phrases in Section 4.2.3 categorized into the seven classes. We implemented the ClassTagger using a
trie constructed using NetSieve knowledge base of domain-specific phrases, and a dictionary of their ontology mappings. The tagging procedure works in three steps. First,
the input is tokenized into sentences. Second, using the trie, a search is performed for
the longest matching phrase in each sentence to build a list of domain-specific keywords e.g., in the sentence “the power supply is down”, both “supply” and “power
supply” are valid domain keywords, but the ClassTagger marks “power supply” as
the relevant word. Finally, these keywords are mapped to their respective ontology
classes using the dictionary. For instance, given the snippet from Section 4.2.3, the
ClassTagger will produce the following output:
We found that the (device) / ReplaceableEntity <name> (Power LED) / ReplaceableEntity is (amber) / Condition and it is in (hung state) / ProblemCondition. This device has
(silver) / Condition (power supply) / ReplaceableEntity. We need to change the (silver)
/ Condition (power supply) / ReplaceableEntity to (black) / Condition. We will let you
know once the (power supply) / ReplaceableEntity is (changed) / PhysicalAction.
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4.2.4 Operational Phase
The goal of this phase is to leverage the knowledge base to do automated problem
inference on trouble tickets. A key challenge to address is how to establish a relationship between the ontology model and the physical world. In particular, we want to
map certain interactions from our ontology model to concepts that allow summarizing
a given ticket.

DESIGN: Our discussion with operators revealed a common ask to answer three
main questions: (1) What was observed when a problem was logged?, (2) What
activities were performed as part of troubleshooting? and (3) What was the final
action taken to resolve the problem? Based on these requirements, we define three
key concepts that can be extracted using our ontology model (Table 4.6): (1) Problems
denote the state or condition of an entity, (2) Activities describe the troubleshooting
steps, and (3) Actions capture the problem resolution.
The structure of concepts can be identified by sampling tickets describing different types of problems. We randomly sampled 500 tickets out of our expert-labeled
ground truth data describing problems related to different device and link types. We
pass these tickets through NetSieve’s ClassTagger and get a total of 9.5K tagged
snippets. We observed a common linguistic structure in them: in more than 90% of
the cases, the action/condition that relates to an entity appears in the same sentence
i.e., information can be inferred about an entity based on its neighboring words.
Based on this observation, we derived three patterns (Table 4.6) that capture all the
cases of interest. Intuitively, we are interested in finding instances where an action
or a condition precedes/succeeds an entity. Based on the fine granularity of the subclasses, the utility of the concepts extracted increases i.e., PhysicalAction was taken
on a ReplacableEntity is more important than Action was taken on an Entity.
This type of a proximity-search is performed once for each of the three concepts.
First, the ClassTagger produces a list of phrases along with their associated tags.
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Second, we check to see if the list of tags contain an action/condition. Once such
a match is found in a sentence, the phrase associated with the action/condition is
added to a dictionary as a key and all entities within its neighborhood are added
as corresponding values. We implemented several additional features like negation
detection [61] and synonym substitution to remove any ambiguities in the inference
output.
EXAMPLE: “The load balancer was down. We checked the cables. This was due to a faulty power
supply unit which was later replaced”, is tagged as “The (load balancer) / ReplaceableEntity was
(down) / ProblemCondition. We (checked) / MaintenanceAction the (cables) / ReplaceableEntity.
This was due to a (faulty) / ProblemCondition (power supply unit) / ReplaceableEntity which was
later (replaced) / PhysicalAction”. Next, a dictionary is built for each of the three concepts. Two
classes are associated if they are direct neighbors. In this example, the output is the following:
[+] Problems - {down: load balancer, power supply unit}
[+] Activities - {checked: cable}
[+] Actions - {replaced: power supply unit}
In the final stage, the word “replaced” is changed into “replace” and “checked” into “check” using
a dictionary of synonyms provided by the domain-expert to remove any ambiguities.

IMPLEMENTATION: We implemented our inference logic using Python. Each
ticket is first tokenized into sentences and each sentence is then used for concept
inference. After extracting the concepts and their associated entities, we store the
results in a SQL table. Our implementation is able to do problem inference at the
rate of 8 tickets/sec on average on our server, which scales to 28,800 tickets/hour;
note that this time depends on the ticket size, and the overhead is mainly due to text
processing and part-of-speech tagging.

Output Rendering
NetSieve by design is integrated into our data center troubleshooting architecture
i.e., it is able to access the NOC database in real-time. Therefore, any new ticket
unseen by NetSieve is processed on-the-fly.
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To export the inference output, NetSieve supports a variety of data formats such
as XML [62] and JSON [63], and allows querying using its Query Engine or the API
exposed through a REST [64] interface. NetSieve also supports graphical visualization
of inference output to perform ticket summarization and trend analysis on multiple
tickets.

DESIGN: During its Operational Phase, NetSieve expects either a single ticket (for
summarization) or a collection of tickets (for trend analysis). The latter can be specific
through a list of predicates (e.g., device type, device model, data center, date range)
based on which the collection of tickets will be narrowed down by the Query Engine
inside NetSieve. Based on the type of input, there are two types of analysis of interest:

Sifting through long tickets poses two challenges. First, it takes significant effort
to understand the ticket, especially if the ticket contains millions of words. Second, it
introduces ambiguity - different network operators may arrive at different conclusions.
Ticket Summarization: NetSieve provides the ability to visually summarize a ticket
to enable quick review by operators. We introduce Concept Tree to visually represent
a ticket summary that logically maps the concepts extracted through the sysnameOntology into a tree. Figure 4.12(a) shows an example.
: (1) At depth = 1, the node represents a unique ticket identifier for quick reference, (2) At depth = 2, there are three distinct nodes representing (Problems, Activities, Actions), (3) At depth = 3, each node represents an action/condition describing
the entity and (4) At depth = 4, each node represents a single entity connected to the
parent action/condition. When rendered, such a tree can be read bottom-up starting
from entities. There are three requirements in rendering such a tree:
• TS.R1: Node placement should be non-overlapping
• TS.R2: The tree should be hierarchical with some notion of gravity that exerts
a varying gravitational pull on nodes at different levels.
• TS.R3: It should be easy to examine any individual node.
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NetSieve satisfies R1 by using Barnes-Hut approximation to calculate the layout
of the nodes which are then placed onto an SVG canvas. Barnes-Hut approximation
falls into the family of N-body simulations which simulate a dynamic system of particles, usually under the influence of physical forces, such as gravity. To satisfy R2,
once the layout algorithm terminates, each node is re-aligned based on its depth in
the tree by giving it an additional downward pull. We satisfy R3 by ensuring that
when the user moves a mouse cursor over any node, only the node and its direct parent and sibling are highlighted (shown in Figure 4.12). NetSieve is able to generate
a Concept Tree in 1.8 seconds on an average in our experiments.

Trend Analysis: An integral part of network management involves decision making
and inventory management. Specifically, a domain-expert may be interested in understanding the trend across certain dimensions. To help operators understand big
problem trends, NetSieve performs trend analysis across specified dimensions e.g.,
what are the major problems with devices belonging to manufacturer X? NetSieve
leverages Trait Charts as a mechanism to support large-scale trend analysis across
multiple dimensions by grouping information via predicates such as device type, device model, and data center. Subsequently, the data grouped across concepts can
then be rendered as bipartite bubble plots where the left and right partition represent a different ontological class. The size of each bubble is proportional to the
number of tickets in which the associated concept appears. Figure 4.12(b) shows our
implementation of Trait Charts.
There are two requirements in rendering such a chart:
• TA.R1: It should be easy to “glean” the big picture and understand the major
problems.
• TA.R2: The approach should be applicable to cases where there are large number
of distinct problems i.e., the visualization should remain uncluttered irrespective
of the scale of data.
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IMPLEMENTATION: NetSieve implements a flexible front-end to support ticket
summarization and trend analysis. and its front-end interface has been built using a
number of web technologies [65–69]. NetSieve is able to generate a Concept Tree in
1.8 sec and Trait Charts in 3.9 sec on an average in our experiments. It offers a visual
interface for predicate selection (device type, device model etc.) and dynamically
updates the charts based on the collection of tickets retrieved by the Query Engine
of NetSieve. The radius of the bubbles in the charts is computed as a function of the
number of tickets in which the associated concept appears. NetSieve satisfied TA.R1
by using the left partition to represent the primary concept (Problems, Actions,
Activities) and the right partition to represent the entity involved. Using such charts,
we were able to uncover major problems in device generations (Section 5.7). NetSieve
achieves TA.R2 by ensuring that when a user moves the mouse cursor over any node,
detailed information about the bubble is rendered through a non-intrusive popup.
NetSieve is able to generate Trait Charts in 3.9 seconds on average in our experiments.

Pointing at a node will
highlight only neighboring
nodes and hence contributes
towards usability

Start Date
Device Type
Device Model

MM/DD/YYYY

End Date

MM/DD/YYYY

-- Select a device type --

Property

-- Select a device type ﬁrst --

Concept

-- Select a device model --

-- Select a concept --

Visual Interface provides the
ability to guide NetSieve in
combining data across the
desired dimensions.

Hierachical
visualization
provide a quickglance at the
problems that
appear inside a
ticket

Collocating action/condition
with entities will enable a
bird-eye view of Problems,
Actions and Activities.

Indicate action/condition

(a)

Indicate entity

(b)

Figure 4.12. Trend Analysis using Trait Charts
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Table 4.7
Evaluating NetSieve accuracy using different datasets. High F-scores are favorable.
Source

Dataset

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Accuracy %

Devices

# Tickets

Problems

Actions

Problems

Actions

Problems

Actions

Problems

Actions

LB-1

122

1

1

0.982

0.966

0.991

0.982

97.7

96.6

LB-2

62

1

1

1

1

1

1

100.0

100.0

Domain

LB-3

31

1

1

1

0.958

1

0.978

100.0

95.7

Expert

LB-4

36

1

1

1

1

1

1

100.0

100.0

FW

35

1

1

0.971

0.942

0.985

0.970

97.1

94.3

AR

410

1

1

0.964

0.951

0.981

0.974

96.4

95.1

LB

78

1

1

0.973

0.986

0.986

0.993

97.3

98.7

CR

77

1

1

1

0.896

1

0.945

100.0

89.6

Vendor

CR: Core Routers; LB[1-4]:Types of Load balancers; FW:Firewalls; AR: Access Routers
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4.3 System Evaluation
For evaluation, we use two standard metrics from information retrieval: (1) Accuracy Percentage [70] computed as
2T P
,
2T P +F P +F N

T P +T N
T P +T N +F P +F N

and (2) F-Score [71] computed as

where TP, TN, FP, FN are true positives, true negatives, false positives

and false negatives, respectively. F-Scores consider both precision and recall, and its
value of 1 indicates a perfect classifier. Precision is defined as the ratio of TP and
(TP+FP), and recall is defined as the ratio of TP and (TP+FN).
4.3.1 Evaluating NetSieve Accuracy
To test NetSieve’s accuracy, we randomly divided our two year ticket dataset into
training and test data. The test data consists of 155 tickets on device replacements
and repairs from two network vendors and 696 tickets labeled by a domain expert
while the training data comprises the rest of the tickets. We use the training data
to build NetSieve’s knowledge base. The domain expert read the original ticket to
extract the ground truth in terms of Problems and Actions, which was then compared
with corresponding phrases in the inference output.
Table 4.7 shows the overall results by NetSieve on the test dataset. On the expert
labeled data, we observe the precision of NetSieve to be 1, minimum recall value
to be 0.964 for Problems and 0.942 for Actions, F-score of 0.981-1 for Problems
and 0.970-1 for Actions, and accuracy percentage to be 96.4%-100% for Problems
and 94.3%-100% for Actions. These results indicate that NetSieve provides useful
inference with reasonable accuracy in analyzing network tickets.
Next, we validate the inference output against data from two network device
vendors that record the ground truth based on the diagnosis of faulty devices or
components sent back to the vendor. Each vendor-summary reported the root cause
of the failure (similar to NetSieve’s Problems) and what was done to fix the problem
(similar to NetSieve’s Actions). We obtained vendor data corresponding to total 155
tickets on load balancers and core routers from our dataset. Since the vocabulary in
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the vendor data comprised new, vendor-specific words and synonyms not present in
our knowledge base (e.g., port interface mentioned as ’PME’), we asked a domainexpert to validate if NetSieve’s inference summary covers the root cause and the
resolution described in the vendor data. For instance, if the vendor data denoted
that a router failed due to a faulty supervisor engine (SUP), the expert checked if
NetSieve captures “failed device” under Problems and “replaced SUP” under Actions.
The accuracy of NetSieve on the vendor data is observed to be 97.3%-100% for
Problems and 89.6%-100% for Actions. One reason for relatively lower accuracy for
Actions on this dataset is due to a small number of false negatives: the corrective
action applied at the vendor site may differ from our ticket set as the vendor has the
expert knowledge to fix problems specific to their devices.
Overall, NetSieve has reasonable accuracy of 96.4%-100% for Problems and 89.6%100% for Actions, measured based on the labeled test dataset. We observed similar
results for Activities and thus omit them.

4.3.2 Evaluating Usability of NetSieve
We conducted a user study involving five operators to evaluate the usability of
NetSieve for automated problem inference compared to the traditional method of
manually analyzing tickets. Each operator was shown 20 tickets selected at random
from our dataset and asked to analyze the type of problems observed, activities and
actions. Then, the operator was shown NetSieve inference summary of each ticket
and asked to validate it against their manually labeled ground truth. We measured
the accuracy, speed and user preference in the survey.
Figure 4.13 shows the accuracy and time to manually read the ticket versus the
NetSieve inference summary across the operators. We observed average accuracy of
83%-100% and a significant decrease in time taken to manually read the ticket from
95P of 480s to 95P of 22s for NetSieve.
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Table 4.8
Top-3 Problems/Activities/Actions and Failing Components as obtained through NetSieve’s Trend Analysis
Device

AR

AGG

CR

ER

LB

ToR

FW

VPN

Problems

Failing

Activities

Actions

verify cable,

replace with

SUP engine,

reseat/clean cable,

spare, rma,

cables, memory

upgrade OS

reboot

modules

device failure, packet

verify cable, upgrade

replace with

cables, N/W

errors, defective

N/W card, swap

spare,

card, SUP

N/W card

cable

reboot, rma

engine

circuit failure, N/W

verify cable, verify

replace with

cables, N/W,

card failure, packet

N/W card, upgrade

spare,

memory

errors

fiber

reboot, rma

modules

circuit failure, N/W

verify cable, verify

replace with

card failure, packet

N/W card, upgrade

spare, rma,

errors

fiber

reboot

PSU failure, device

verify PSU, verify

rebooted, config error

config, verify cable

connection failure,

verify cable, power

reboot,

ARP conflict, SUP

cycle blade, verify

replace with

engine failure

PSU

spare, rma

connection failure,

verify config, verify

reboot,

reboot loop, data

connections, verify

replace with

errors

PSU

spare, rma

connection failure,

verify config, verify

reboot,

OS, SUP

config error, defective

N/W card, deploy

replace with

engine, memory

memory

N/W card

spare, rma

modules

memory error, packet
errors, illegal frames

Components

N/W card,
chassis, cables

replace with

PSU, HDD,

spare,

memory

reboot, rma

modules
cables, OS, SUP
engine

cables, PSU,
N/W card

AR: Access Routers, AGG: Aggregation Switch; [E/C]R: Edge/Core Router; LB: Load
Balancer; ToR: Top-of-Rack Switch; FW: Firewall
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Figure 4.13. Accuracy obtained from the user survey (top). CDF of
time to read tickets and inference summaries (bottom).

4.4 Summary
Network trouble tickets contain valuable information for network management, yet
they are extremely difficult to analyze due to their free-form text. In this chapter, we
present a practical approach towards automatically analyzing the natural language
text to do problem inference. We presented NetSieve that automatically analyzes
ticket text to infer the problems observed, troubleshooting steps, and the resolution
actions. Our results are encouraging: NetSieve achieves a reasonable accuracy of 83%100%. As we will show in Chapter 5, NetSieve has been applied to answer several
key questions for network management.
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5 DATA-DRIVEN APPROACHES TO DERIVING ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
The growing demand for always-on and low-latency cloud services is driving the creation of globally distributed datacenters. A major factor affecting service availability
is reliability of the network, inside both datacenters and wide-area links connecting
them. While several research efforts focus on building scale-out datacenter networks,
little has been reported on real network failures and how they impact geo-distributed
services.
In this chapter, we detail one of the first attempts to characterize intra-datacenter
and inter-datacenter network failures from a service perspective. We describe a largescale study analyzing and correlating failure events over three years across multiple
datacenters and thousands of network elements such as Access routers, Aggregation
switches, Top-of-Rack switches, and long- haul links.

Our study using real-world

data focuses on understanding the failure modes and correlation of network failure
logs and how they impact cloud services. Specifically, we aim to answer the the
following questions:
Q1 Network Stamp Availability of a Service: What are the failure characteristics of the network stamp (set of all network elements rooted at a pair of Layer-3
Access routers) of a service inside a datacenter as well as across geo-distributed
datacenters? How effective are redundancy mechanisms in handling intra- and
inter-datacenter network failures? How many independent network stamps are
needed to meet a network redundancy effectiveness service-level-agreement (SLA)
of a cloud service?
Q2 Causes of Network Failures: What are the main root causes of network failures?
Q3 Failure Modeling: How to model failures of network components? Are failures
recurrent? Are they bursty? Are device-level repairs effective?
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Q4 Capacity vs. Availability: For commodity Layer-2 switches, how do their port
capacity in terms of connected devices affect their availability in operation?
This chapter analyzes the failure characteristics of network stamp of a service
comprising Access routers, Aggregation switches, Top-of-Rack and inter-datacenter
links, based on three years’ (2010-13) worth of network event logs collected in a cloud
provider network across thousands of devices spanning dozens of datacenters. Our
data covers a wide range of network data sources, including syslog and SNMP alerts,
network trouble tickets, maintenance tracking and revision control system, and traffic
carried by links.

Our Contribution: Our study reveals many key findings that can provide useful guidelines to improve network reliability for geo-distributed services. Our major
findings are as follows:
1. Network failures cause significant impact to cloud services, dominated by connectivity loss problems (70%) and service errors (43%) due to Intra-Datacenter and
Inter-Datacenter network problems, respectively.
2. The number of independent network stamps for a desired network redundancy
effectiveness of 3 9’s is three and for 4 9’s is four.
3. Network redundancy is least effective at the Access router-Aggregation switch
layer and is most effective at the Inter-datacenter level.
4. Network device failures are not memoryless and exhibit the “few bad apples”
effect.
5. Layer-2 Aggregation switches exhibit high availability when up to half of their
port capacity is utilized in terms of Top-of-Rack switch count. However, the
availability quickly decreases as the Top-of-Rack switch count increases.
6. Fiber length in Inter-Datacenter links is not correlated with the number of failures,
and links with high utilization exhibit 2x-3x higher downtime than expected.
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7. Top-of-Rack switches exhibit an increase in probability of a successive device
failure after repair, while this probability decreases for Aggregation switches and
Access routers.
8. Middlebox failures are prominent and can greatly degrade service performance
and availability.
9. Most failures are grey dominated by connectivity errors and link flaps that exhibit
intermittent connectivity; fail-stop device failures occur, but they are not as often.
10. Hardware faults, misconfigurations and overload problems are present, but they
are not in majority in contrast to common perception [19].
11. There are a variety of misconfigurations such as incorrect rules, VLAN misallocation and mismatched keys.
12. Middlebox redundancy is ineffective in about 33% cases for load balancers and
firewalls due to configuration bugs, faulty failovers and software version mismatch.
13. A family of middleboxes having faulty PSUs and another exhibiting the few bad
apples effect, could have been detected as early problem indicators.
Note that there are other resiliency mechanisms deployed at compute and storage layers of a service which are complementary to the network layer studied in this
paper. While these mechanisms may be able to mask the impact of some of the network failures, they require service operators to carefully balance the trade-off between
consistency and availability particularly under network partitions, due to the famous
CAP dilemma [72]. We plan to study the overall impact of redundancy mechanisms
at the storage, compute, and network layers in future work.

Limitations: A real-world empirical study such as ours raises some potential issues
such as (a) representativeness, (e.g., do results hold for other deployments?), (b)
soundness of methodology, (e.g., did we miss any events?), and (c) human bias. (e.g.,
did an operator misclassify an error?).
While we studied only our dataset, we believe it is fairly representative of a larger
class of datacenters based on the scale (10k+ core network devices, 100k+ network
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links, 100k+ servers and 2k+ middleboxes across 10+ datacenters), diversity (multiple
network device types and platforms), measurement duration (over two years), and
validation with operators having high experience with network devices and some
having previously worked at other sites.

Further, the network devices we studied

are from multiple leading network vendors having a significant share of the network
device market.
Our network logs are collected from low-level data sources which are subject to
failures of monitoring servers, and incomplete or inconsistent event logging. For each
failure, our methodology examined all the available monitoring sources, including
SNMP/syslog alerts, traffic and maintenance data, and validated with both highseverity incident reports and trouble tickets deemed actionable by network operators.
Thus, the number of false positives and false negatives should be very low.
Finally, a large network such as the one we studied is typically managed by a
diverse team comprising operators, engineers and third-party contractors. Thus, any
human bias (e.g., due to technical skill, experience, device familiarity) may cause artifacts such as a failure recurrence, longer-than- expected recovery, or a misdiagnosis.
Thus, our results should be interpreted with these potential issues in mind.

Chapter Organization: The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1
characterizes failures within a large cloud provide spanning three years and comprising 100k+ servers, 10k+ Layer-2 and Layer-3 devices across 10+ datacenters. In
Section 5.2, we model the failure data from Section 5.1. Section 5.4 discusses the
effectiveness of network redundancy in masking network failures. Section 5.5 and
Section 5.6 make an attempt at answering important operational questions. Section 5.7 describes how NetSieve was used in the real-world on tens of thousands
of network trouble tickets to understand the causes behind network failures. Section ?? describes how our results were leveraged by different teams inside a large
cloud provider. Finally, we present the summary of our findings in Section 5.9.
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5.1 Failure Characterization
In this section we characterize reliability of both the network core and middleboxes in our dataset: firewalls, IDPS, VPNs each spanning two generations (FW[1-2],
IDPS[1-2], and VPN[1-2], respectively), and load balancers spanning three of them
(LB[1-3]). For a middlebox type, its different generations are from the same network
vendor, and they are ordered by their release date (1 is oldest). Where applicable,
we first provide an inter-type comparison and then compare devices across different

Number of failures

generations within a type.
100
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1
Access Router

Aggregation Switch Top−of−Rack Switch

Type

Mean

Median

Q75

Q95

StdDev

COV
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5.2

2

5

19.9

9.9

1.8

AGG

3.7

1

3

12.0

9.2

2.4

ToR

1.8

1

3

6.0

2.6

1.4

Figure 5.1. Comparing the number of failures per device per year across
ARs, AGGs and ToRs. In the box-plot, the horizontal bolded line is the
median; the box boundaries are inter-quartile ranges; the dots are outliers.
The y-axis is on log scale.
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Table 5.1
Annual number of failures per middlebox and annualized failure rate
(AFR) for devices that were present for at least a month in production.
Type

Mean Stddev 25P 50P 75P 95P COV

AFR%

AFR%

(July

(July

2010-11)

2011-12)

FW

2.1

2

1

2

3

5

0.9

19

13

IDPS

3.5

2.9

1

1

6

8.3

0.8

23

18

LB

1.5

0.9

1

1

2

3

0.6

31

19

VPN

3.4

2.2

2

3

5

7

0.7

7

12

5.1.1 Annual Failure Rate
We first analyze the number of failures per device across three types of network
core elements: Access routers, Aggregation switches and Top-of-Rack switches. Figure 5.1 shows a box-plot of the number of failures per device across the three device
types. Notice that the mean number of failures per device is highest for ARs. ToRs
exhibit the lowest mean number of failures due to their large population, which is
consistent with our previous findings [20]. Though AGGs experience fewer failures
per device with a median of one failure (table below Figure 5.1), the device population exhibits a high variability with a COV1 of 2.4. This is also evident from the
presence of outliers in Figure 5.1 (the dots present at the top of each box) indicating
the presence of a “few bad” devices that log numerous failures.
Next, we analyze the number of failures per device across middleboxes. Figure 5.2
shows the CDF of the number of failures per device per year for devices with at least
a month in operation. Most devices experience few failures per year with a median
value of at most three (Table 5.1), and they occur with low variability (COV ¡ 1) as
1

COV [73] shows the extent of variability to mean of the population and is defined as the ratio of
the standard deviation σ to the mean µ. Distributions with COV < 1 exhibit low-variance and vice
versa.
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expected in a service provider network carrying customer traffic. Across middlebox
types, IDPS devices show relatively highest annual failures per device with a 95th
percentile value of 8.3 while LBs exhibit lowest with a 95th percentile value of 3. The
distribution for firewalls have a relatively long tail of up to 24 annual failures per
device compared to other types.
1.00
P[X<x]

0.75

FW

0.50

IDPS

LB

VPN

0.25
0.00
0

5

10

15

20

Number of Failures

Figure 5.2. Failures per device per year for middleboxes.
We next compute the annualized failure rate (AFR) by dividing the number of
devices of a given type that observe at least one failure by the population of that type.

Inter-type: Table 5.1 shows the AFR for different device types during July 2010-11
and July 2011-12. We observe that LBs are the least reliable with about a 1 in 3
chance of failure during July 2010-11 which improved to about a 1 in 5 chance in the
next year. The reason for this improvement is due to on-boarding of the more reliable
LB-3 platform in the deployment and the end-of-life retirement of some of the older
LB-1 devices. FWs and IDPSes also exhibit improvement in AFR over the two years.
VPNs show relatively the lowest AFR amongst all middleboxes.

Intra-type: Figure 5.3 shows the AFR and Figure 5.4 shows the fraction of failures and downtime, respectively, across different generations of each middlebox type.
We find that during the first year, FW-2 exhibits relatively low failure rate of 14%
whereas FW-1 exhibits 2x higher failure rate at 32%. Through trouble tickets, we
found that the reliability of FW-2 started improving when the vendor released an
end-of-life notice for FW-1 and provided faster bug fixes and better technical support
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to handle FW-2 failures. Figure 5.4 shows that FW-2 contributed majority to the
total failures due to its dominant population while FW-1 devices decreased due to
being decommissioned. This observation combined with the relatively low AFR of
FW-2 (Figure 5.3) indicates that a few devices contributed the most, due to limited
device familiarity of operators with the new platform and unexpected hardware problems. Further, the number of failures contributed by FW-2 is roughly proportional
to its downtime while they are relatively higher for FW-1. This indicates that most
FW-1 failures seem to be relatively short-lived and resolved through reboot or rule
reconfiguration.
In the case of load balancers, LB-1 exhibits a large AFR and contributes significantly (Figure 5.4) toward the total number of failures and downtime. However, note
that in comparison to other LBs, the fraction of failures contributed is higher than
the downtime indicating that most problems are short-lived. We validate this observation by using the time-to-repair (TTR) plots (Figure 5.5(c)) where a short TTR
indicates transient problems. We find that a majority of these problems were due to
link flapping i.e., interface continually goes up and down due to a bad cable, faulty
line card, etc. In most cases, the network engineer adjusts/reseats the cable/network
card or the problem gets self-corrected. LB-2, on the other hand, exhibited an increased AFR indicating that this generation experienced new types of problems such
as unexpected reboots. However, these problems seem to have been resolved in its
successor, LB-3, which exhibits relatively the highest reliability. Similar to the case of
firewalls, note that the significant improvement in LB-3 reliability occurred due to the
vendor releasing an end-of-life notice for older generations, as we observed through
tickets.
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Figure 5.3. Comparing annualized failure rate across middleboxes over the two years measurement period.
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Figure 5.4. Comparing fraction of failures and downtime across middleboxes.
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Table 5.2
Comparing TTR across ARs, AGGs and ToRs.
Type

Mean

Median

Q75

Q95

StdDev

(hrs)

(mins)

(hrs)

(hrs)

(days)

AR

12.4

21.5

2

37.2

2.5

AGG

2.1

4.8

0.4

5.2

0.6

ToR

2.9

7.1

0.3

5.2

0.8

Across the four middlebox types, VPN devices exhibit relatively higher reliability
with failure rates between 7%-9% which increased slightly year over year to 11%-13%.
The increase in AFR over time is due to (a) the older generation VPN-1 which was
being decommissioned exhibiting an increasing number of connectivity errors, and
(b) the newer generation VPN-2 exhibiting the infant mortality effect e.g., memory
errors. Further, the failures contributed is roughly proportional to the downtime
caused by both VPN-1 and VPN-2 suggesting that each failure roughly causes the
same downtime on average. We find a common root cause of VPN failures to be
VLAN misconfigurations. Similar to other middleboxes, we also observed an end-oflife announcement for VPN-1 recently.

5.1.2 Quantifying Time-to-Repair and Time-to-Failure
Time-to-repair: We define the time to repair (TTR) for a device as the time between
a down notification for a device and when it is next reported as being back online.
There are two main types of failures: short-lived transient faults where an engineer
may not always intervene to resolve them and long-term failures where the device
or its component is usually replaced or decommissioned. Note that for long-term
failures, the failure durations may be skewed (up to days) by when the trouble ticket
got closed e.g., till a spare is on-site.
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We observe that most failures are short-lived which occur when the device unexpectedly reloads and then quickly comes back into an operational state. Consider
the time-to-repair distribution for these device types shown in Table 5.2: both AGGs
and ToRs have a small median time to repair of ≈5-7 minutes. We confirmed this
observation from the trouble tickets associated with these events (see Section 5.7.1).
ARs had the highest mean time to repair of ≈12 hours and a median of 21.5 minutes. This is a surprising result considering that ARs are positioned higher up in
the network hierarchy and one expects that their problems get repaired relatively
faster. We observed dominant problems related to network modules and switching
fabric errors where the module either reloads unexpectedly or exhibits CRC packet
errors. Besides line card failures, AGGs also exhibited soft-parity errors that cause
the device to transition into an unexpected state. Soft-parity errors occur when the
energy level within the chip changes, most often due to radiation (e.g., gamma rays,
electro-magnetic interference from a neighboring device, electro-static discharge due
to improper handling of the device). When referenced by the CPU, these errors cause
the system to crash.
Figure 5.5(c) shows the TTR results for middleboxes. The 95th percentile values
show that the distribution has a long tail for both LBs and FWs. Using problems
inferred from trouble tickets, we found several incidents for device replacements and
ambiguous customer complaints which resulted in an increased TTR. For instance, in
several cases, after receiving vague complaints from many customers about occasional
slow file-transfer rates between two datacenters, determining the rootcause was challenging as the problem could not be easily reproduced. The rootcause, determined
after three weeks, was a software bug that prevented some FWs from recognizing large
flows. Across device types, middleboxes exhibit typically a low median TTR, indicating short-lived failures that get resolved within a few minutes to at most a few hours
in most cases. The short-lived failures for LBs are due to interface flaps and software
problems (e.g, OS watchdog timer triggering a reboot) and the long-lived failures
to delays in equipment replacement (due to spare unavailability), faulty spares and
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problem misdiagnosis. VPNs exhibited mostly link flapping and connectivity errors
which get resolved quickly (e.g., protocol convergence, port disabled) resulting in a
small TTR.
Time-to-Failure: We define the time to failure (TTF) of a device as the time elapsed
between two consecutive failures. As this metric requires that a device fail at least
twice, we exclude devices having a single failure during our measurement period.
Inter-type: Figure 5.5(a) shows the TTF across middleboxes. We observe that
the lines of FWs and LBs nearly overlap exhibiting a high similarity with a median
TTF of 7.5 hours and 5.2 hours, respectively. Many FW failures are caused due to
connectivity errors, hardware faults and overload conditions (Figure 5.18). Similarly,
LB failures are mostly due to short-term transient faults, hardware and parity errors
e.g., due to incompatible protocol versions between devices. For IDPS, the median
is about 20 minutes while the 95th percentile is around 40 days. This indicates
that even amongst devices that fail multiple times, there are two types: (a) robust
ones that fail at most once in one or two months and (b) failure prone ones that
experience numerous failures (the few bad apples effect), mostly within a few hours.
In comparison, VPN devices show relatively the smallest median TTF of about 10
minutes due to connectivity errors (Figure 5.18) and 95th percentile of about three
days.
In terms of availability, Figure 5.5(b) shows that FWs exhibit a median of four
9’s and a 95th percentile of two 9’s. VPNs perform slightly better with their 95th
percentile above two 9’s. While the median value for LBs is above four 9’s, their 95th
percentile is two 9’s due to all three LB[1-3] generations exhibiting high AFR over
the two year measurement period as observed in Figure 5.3.

5.2 Failure Analysis and Modeling
In this section we aim to answer the following key questions: (1) Are repairs
effective in fixing problems? (2) Are failures transient or independent? If not, what
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Figure 5.5. Comparing (a) Time to Failure, (b) Annualized downtime,
and (c) Time to Repair across middleboxes.
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Table 5.3
The (conditional) probability of device failures. The last column indicates if the repairs were effective.
Type

Pr[1st ]

Pr[2nd —1st ]

Pr[3rd — 2nd ]

Eff ?

AR

1 in 4.0

1 in 5.2

1 in 5.8

X

AGG

1 in 3.7

1 in 6.1

1 in 8.6

X

ToR

1 in 17.1

1 in 7.7

1 in 5.4

—

are their properties? (3) How soon does a device fail after experiencing a failure? and
(4) Does the length of fiber links affect the probability of link failure?

5.2.1 Effectiveness of Repairs in Fixing Failures
We begin by quantifying the probability that a device will fail multiple times in its
lifetime based on the observed failure rates. For each device platform, we analyze the
conditional probability that a device will fail if it previously experienced one or more
failures. Table 5.3 shows the conditional probabilities of successive device failures
split by the three device types. An increase in the probability with every subsequent
failure indicates that actions taken to “fix” failures are not effective and vice versa.
We make the following observations from Table 5.3:

• Access Routers: ARs in general exhibit a decreasing trend to fail indicating that
the repairs at each failure level are effective. These devices exhibited a 1 in 4 chance
of a first failure during the observation period. After a device has failed once, its
failure probability decreases by a factor of ≈1.5, and the probability continues to
decrease with subsequent failures indicating that it is favorable to consider repairing
devices of this type when they fail. However, note that for some device generations,
repairs may not be as effective e.g., the probability of failure likely increases with
each subsequent repair for old devices close to their end-of-life as expected.
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• Aggregation Switches: AGGs exhibit a decreasing failure trend similar to ARs.
However, some old generations of AGGs showed an increased probability of successive
failures.
• Top-of-Rack Switches: The most surprising result relates to ToRs — they exhibit
the worst behavior of increase in failure probability after every subsequent failure.
This increase indicates that repairs carried out as a response to failures are not quite
effective in mitigating the failure root cause. One likely reason is that ToRs have a
low priority for repair and thus, a quick-fix solution (e.g., reboot) typically applied
may delay finding the true root cause of the problem.

5.2.2 Modeling Failures
Building statistical models of failures is important as researchers can use them
to understand their failure modes, analyze a large number of network design solutions [23, 74, 75], and derive implications to improve fault detection and troubleshooting operations. Although this section discusses the specific case of LBs, note that our
analysis can be extended to other types of network devices.
Before modeling the failure distribution, we need to first characterize their statistical properties. As Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(c) show, the range of TTF and TTR
durations can be several orders of magnitude across devices. To reduce this high variance, we use the Box-Cox transformation [76], a family of parametric power transformation techniques that transform data such that it approximately follows the normal
distribution. Using this technique, we found that the logarithmic power transform
yielded the best normal fit for our failure data which we verified using a Q-Q plot
(not shown).
Figures 5.6(a) and 5.7(a) show the kernel density plot of the log-transformed TTF
and TTR respectively. We observe that the distributions are right skewed and are
clearly not unimodal (observe the peaks). To find these peaks automatically, we use
a local peak finding algorithm where a peak is defined as the locally highest value
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Figure 5.6. Modeling Time to Failure [a-c] for load balancers. Figure
(a) shows the kernel density plot of the log transformed TTF. Figure
(b) shows fit of a single log-normal distribution. Figure (c) shows fit
of a mixture of log-normal distributions.
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in a time series, before a change in signal direction has occurred. Observe that the
main peaks occur at 15 minutes for TTF (Figure 5.6(a)) and 5.6 minutes for TTR
(Figure 5.7(a)). Further, there are secondary peaks, which are relatively small, at 14
days for TTF and 24 hours and 2.5 days for TTR.
These findings indicate that there are two or three qualitatively different types of
failures and repairs in effect, respectively. For TTF, the peak at 15 minutes indicates
that connection errors and interface flaps dominate middlebox failures, and the secondary peak at 14 days indicates problems due to both hardware faults (e.g., line
card, memory errors) and software bugs. For TTR, most repairs take a short time
(< 6 minutes), but once the repair window exceeds a day (the 24 hours peak), it will
likely take longer e.g., hardware replacement.

Failure Modeling: Based on prior work [74, 77], we first tried to fit existing heavytailed distributions to our failure data. However, they did not capture the multi-mode
properties of our dataset. For instance, in the case of lognormal distribution, the Q-Q
plots in Figures 5.6(b) and 5.7(b) show that the data does not follow the absolute
line and hence are not memoryless2 .
Intuitively, the presence of multiple peaks indicates that a two or three-component
mixture of right-skewed distributions might be able to provide a good approximation
of the process generating the data. We next present the mixture model framework [78]
we used. Suppose the real-valued variables X1 , ..., Xn are a random sample of time
periods from a finite mixture of m(> 1) arbitrary distributions, called components.
The density of each Xi may then be written as:
m
X
hθ (xi ) =
λj φj (xi ), xi ∈ Rr

(5.1)

j=1

where θ = (λ, φ) = (λ1 , ...λm , φ1 , ..., φm ) denotes the model parameter and

Pm

j=1

λm =

1. We further assume that φj are drawn from some family F of univariate density
2
functions on R. We consider a univariate lognormal family F = {φ(·|µln , σln
}, in
2

Memoryless property indicates that failure inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed
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Table 5.4
Parameters for the two-component lognormal mixture distribution for
load balancers
Type

λ

µln1

σln1

µln2

σln2

TTF

0.516284

6.557005

1.963986

14.210978

2.090600

TTR

0.428609

6.045474

0.690533

8.524983

2.541691

which µln and σln denote the mean and standard deviation in log scale. Thus, the
2
2
model parameter reduces to θ = (λ, (µln1 , σln
), ..., (µlnm , σln
)). By substituting
m
1

these parameters, Equation (5.1) can be written as:
m
X

−
1
√ e
hθ (xi ) =
λj
σlnj xi 2π
j=1

(ln(xi )−µln )2
j
2σ 2
lnj

, xi ∈ Rr

(5.2)

We obtained a reasonable fit by choosing a two-component (m = 2) lognormal mixture, where our model from Equation (5.1) becomes: λf (µln1 , σln1 ) +(1 −
λ)f (µln2 , σln2 ). To obtain the model parameter λ, we use the well-known Expectation Maximization(EM) [79] algorithm. Table 5.4 gives the values of the parameters for the two-component lognormal mixture distribution. We use the two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [80] as a goodness-of-fit test to compare data generated from the two-component lognormal mixture distribution with our failure data.
We obtain a p-value of 0.111 indicating that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that
the samples are drawn from the same distribution.
Figures 5.6(c) and 5.7(c) show how this model fits our data; the dotted-line is
the kernel density curve of our data and the solid lines are the individual mixture
components. We observe that our model closely approximates the real-world data of
load balancer failures in our study.
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5.2.3 Burstiness of Failures
To understand how quickly devices fail after experiencing a failure, we compute
the auto-correlation function for the number of failures observed per device on a
daily-basis. For each device, we construct a binary time series as tagging 1 on a day
if it exhibited a failure on that day and 0 if the device was functioning normally.
Figure 5.8 shows the CDF of the auto-correlation values for different device types
at different lag levels (shift in the time series). ToRs exhibit a short term stable
behavior i.e. they do not exhibit any statistically significant correlation with respect
to next day failures indicating that fixes deployed are at least temporarily effective.
However, over the long term, as described in the previous section, their long-term
reliability trends show an increased probability of failure.
ARs and AGGs indicate that for the devices that do fail multiple times (graph
omitted), 20%-30% of this population is likely to fail the next day or within a week
of getting fixed. We observed that this happens when either the deployed fix is
ineffective (e.g., a “reboot” was performed as a quick-fix) or when the root cause was
mis-diagnosed (e.g., the supervisor engine was faulty, but the cable was replaced).

5.2.4 Correlation between Fiber Length and Failures
Intuitively, longer the link, higher is the probability of at least one of its components (e.g., segments) to fail. We use the Pearson Product-Moment [81] to analyze if
there is a correlation between the number of failures observed on a fiber and #segments per circuit;. Table 5.5 shows the results. Surprisingly, we find that the fiber
length has no statistically significant correlation with the number of failures observed.
We attribute this result to the fact that these components exhibit high reliability [82]
and fail independently (likely due to issues such as construction, rodent bites and
under-water fiber cuts). Hence, the overall reliability even for very-long links is not
affected.
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Table 5.5
Pearson correlation

Attribute Pair

Pearson Correlation

Distance vs. Segments

0.854

#Failures vs. Distance

0.238

#Failures vs. Segments

0.285

To understand how many seconds a link is down per kilometer, we define link out
per km as the ratio between the duration that a link is down to the length (in kms)
of the fiber involved in the failure event. Figure 5.9 shows the distribution of this
metric for all fiber link failures and the ones not due to maintenance. We observe a
median link out time of 0.4 seconds/km and a 95P value of 5.9 seconds/km for the
latter and ≈26.7 seconds/km for the former with a long tail for maintenance events.
Computing the Pearson correlation between fiber length and link out per km yielded
-0.13 for all events with maintenance and -0.16 for impactful events indicating that
they are not statistically correlated.
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Figure 5.10. Failure trends across different generations of load balancers. The y-axes are unlabeled for confidentiality.

5.3 Failure Trend Analysis
In this section we analyze failure trends across different device generations of
middleboxes. We use trend analysis as it is a useful tool to uncover outliers i.e., set
of devices which are more failure-prone than the rest of the population. We present
detailed case studies on LB[1-3].
Figure 5.10 shows the timeline for the number of failure events and the number
of devices that failed; the Y-axis is on log scale. Each subplot shows two curves: a
cumulative curve that sums up the number of failures (or devices that failed) across
time and the other showing the actual number of failures (or devices that failed).
For LB-1, the number of failure events far exceeds the number of devices that failed
indicating that a few bad devices are responsible for a majority of their failures.
Validation. We validate this inference by computing two statistical metrics from
the failure distribution (Figure 5.11). (1) skewness [83], an indicator used in distribution analysis as a sign of asymmetry where positive values indicate a right-skewed
distribution and vice versa, and (2) COV. The observed skewness values are 2.2 (LB-
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1), 1.5 (LB-2) and 3.9 (LB-3), indicating that the distributions for LB-1 and LB-3 are
right-skewed (tail on the right). Though the COV across all LBs is 0.6 (Table 5.1), the
COV for LB-1 is 5.8 whereas it is 1.3 for LB-3 indicating that even though both have
a right-skewed distribution, the “few bad devices” effect is higher in LB-1. Further,
in Figure 5.10, the slope of the cumulative curve indicates the rate of increase of the
observed value. Sudden increase in the slope indicates major problems during that
period of observation. A key root cause of this behavior is connectivity problems as
observed in Figure 5.19.
Combining failure rates with trouble tickets (approach described in detail in Chapter 4), trend analysis revealed two key issues:
1. Early problem symptoms: Inference on the problems observed in trouble tickets for LB-1 devices revealed a recurring PSU problem. Aggregating problem
statistics across LB-1 tickets indicated that 46% of the tickets called for a device
replacement due to a narrow focus of operators in mitigating a problem (compared
to its diagnosis) and limited tools at their disposal in checking vendor-specific
problems. In retrospect, a simple approach of aggregating root causes across a
device generation can identify the problem patterns. In this case, failing PSUs
could have been used as early indicators of problems with the product line. A
Cost of Ownership analysis (Section 7) can then help decide whether to continue
using LB-1 or gracefully upgrade it to a newer, more stable generation.
2. The few bad apples affect: LB-1 suffers from the few bad apples effect i.e.,
the rate of increase of the slope of the cumulative count of failures curve is higher
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than the rate of increase of the slope of the cumulative count of devices curve.
This indicates that only a few devices are contributing to a majority of failures
and is validated by high COV value for LB-1 of 5.8. There were several reasons
why this happened. First, we observed a re-occurring fault using LB-1 trouble
tickets with the regulated PSU, despite being redundant, that frequently caused
power fluctuations leading to damaged parts. Even if the damaged parts are
replaced, unless the fault is localized to the power supply unit, the problem likely
will repeat itself. Second, a memory bit corruption (e.g., SDRAM ECC error)
kept being masked temporarily by the quick-fix solution of reboots as observed in
Figure 5.20.
These observations can be leveraged to (a) prioritize replacement of frequently
failing devices and scheduling of repair actions based on the top-k observed problems,
and (b) aid repair vs. replace analysis by combining early problem symptoms with a
cost of ownership metric. Finally, frequently occurring hardware problems can aid in
detecting faults at the vendor.

5.4 Redundancy Analysis
5.4.1 Estimating Traffic Loss
Quantifying the impact of a failure is difficult as it requires attributing discrete
“outage” levels to annotations used by network operators such as severe, mild, or
some impact. To circumvent this problem, we correlate the network event logs with
link-level traffic measurements to estimate the impact of a failure event. However,
it is still difficult to precisely quantify how much data was actually lost during a
failure because of several complications: (i) traffic rerouted via alternate routes in
datacenters, (ii) temporal variations in traffic patterns, and (iii) grey failures.
Building upon our prior work [20], we estimate the failure impact in terms of lost
network traffic that would have been routed on a failed link in the absence of the
failure. Specifically, we first compute the median number of bytes on links connected
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to the failed device in the time period preceding the failure, M edb , and the median
number of bytes during the failure, M edd . Then the estimated median traffic loss per
day for a failed device can be defined as:

X

∀ events ∈ day

(M edb − M edd ) × f ailure duration

(5.3)

where f ailure duration denotes how long the device/link failure lasted.
Figure 5.12 shows the CDF of estimated traffic loss per day across ARs, AGGs
and ToRs computed using Equation 5.3. We observe that the median number of bytes
lost during failures is highest for AGGs (130 GB/day), but it is significantly less for
ARs (38 GB/day) due to the “few bad apples effect” exhibited by AGGs as observed
in Section 5.1.1. In comparison, the median traffic loss per day for ToRs is less than
1GB/day likely due to (a) relatively small bandwidth capacity compared to AGGs
and ARs, (b) low downtime values (from Section 5.1.1), and (c) low traffic utilization
at the ToR layer in the network hierarchy [20].
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Figure 5.13(a) shows the estimated traffic loss across the three LB generations.
We observe the estimated median number of bytes lost during failures is about 1
GB for LB-1 (exhibiting a relatively high failure rate as seen in Section 5.1.1 and
Section 5.3) while it is close to 5 MB for newer LB-3 generation devices, which have
a low failure rate. Notice that LB-2, which also exhibited high failure rates compared
to LB-3, shows a median traffic loss close to LB-1.

5.4.2 Analyzing Network Redundancy Effectiveness
We next analyze the effectiveness of network redundancy in mitigating the failure
impact as it is a de-facto resiliency mechanism to handle faults in datacenters. Within
a redundancy group, one device is typically designated as active (primary) and the
rest as standbys (backups). Other configurations are possible such as active-active
pairs where both the devices carry traffic simultaneously. We observed several large
redundancy groups comprising up to tens of Aggregation switches connected to a pair
of Access routers in the network datacenter hierarchy.
To estimate the effectiveness of network redundancy, we first compute the ratio of
median traffic (bytes) entering a device across all links during a failure and the median
traffic entering the device before the failure, and then compute this ratio across all
devices in the redundancy group where the failure occurred. Network redundancy is
considered 100% effective if this ratio is close to one across a redundancy group. We
refer to this ratio as normalized traffic.
Figure 5.14(a) shows the normalized traffic (bytes) at each layer of the datacenter
network hierarchy. Overall, the median traffic carried at the redundancy group level
is 92% compared with 76% at the individual level, an improvement of 21% in the
overall median traffic as a result of network redundancy. While this redundancy is
more effective at the AGG-ToR level (an improvement of 28.7%) and CORE-ACCR
level (an improvement of 24%), it is relatively less effective at the ACCR-AGG level
(an improvement of 6.09%). The maximum gain is observed at the CORE-CORE
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(inter-datacenter) layer where failures are completely masked due to redundancy.
One reason is that network layers close to the root carry significant service traffic and
connect application servers inside datacenters to users across the Internet. Hence,
these layers are monitored closely by network operators to enable fast failure detection and troubleshooting in order to minimize service downtime.

Evaluating LB redundancy effectiveness. To estimate the effectiveness of LB
redundancy, we first compute the ratio of median traffic on a device during a failure and its median traffic before the failure, and then compute this ratio across all
devices in the redundancy group where the failure occurred. Network redundancy is
considered 100% effective if this ratio is close to one across a redundancy group. We
refer to this ratio as normalized traffic [20].
Figures 5.14(b) and 5.13(b) show the distribution of normalized traffic for individual LBs and their redundancy groups. We observe that the redundancy groups
are effective at moving the ratio close to one with 40% of the events experiencing
no failure impact at the redundancy group level. The median traffic carried at the
redundancy group level is 92% compared with 55% at the individual level, a relative
improvement of 67.2% in median traffic as a result of middlebox redundancy.

Evaluating redundancy effectiveness for other middleboxes. To analyze redundancy effectiveness for FWs, IDPSes, and VPNs, we measure the fraction of
overlapping failure events where both the redundant pairs were down simultaneously.
In particular, after one of the pair fails, we check if the other device also undergoes a
failure before the former becomes operational. Our analysis of redundancy effectiveness across FWs, IDPSes and VPNs revealed that both the redundant pairs failed in
33% and 1% of the failure events for FWs and IDPS, respectively. In comparison,
VPN redundancy exhibits 100% effectiveness in mitigating failures.
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5.5 Network Stamp Availability
To provide a network redundancy effectiveness service-level-agreement (SLA) of
a geo-distributed service, a key requirement is to analyze the network redundancy
effectiveness of a network stamp hosting the service and then compute the number
of network stamps needed to meet the service SLA. Recall that in Section 5.4.2
we already computed the overall effectiveness of redundancy r. We can leverage
this finding to determine the minimum number nmin of independent network stamps
needed to meet a desired SLA of a service. In particular, we solve for the minimum
integer n that satisfies the following equation:
1 − (1 − r)n ≥ SLAdesired
⇒ log(1 − SLAdesired ) ≥ nlog(1 − r)

As log(1 − r) < 0 ∀ r ∈ (0, 1), dividing by log(1 − r) on both sides we get:
log(1 − SLAdesired )
log(1 − r)
&
'
log(1 − SLAdesired )
=
log(1 − r)

n≥
⇒ nmin

(5.4)
(5.5)

where ⌈⌉ is the ceiling function. For instance, to provide 99.9% network redundancy
effectiveness, solving the above equation yields n = 3. Similarly, for 99.99% network
redundancy effectiveness we get n = 4. Note that as expected, setting n to higher
values would likely yield diminishing returns in improving service reliability.

5.6 Capacity vs. Availability
In network design, a conventional approach is to adopt a multi-layer architecture
that breaks up the network into small, more manageable Layer-2 domains and then
use a spanning tree to provide redundancy and network load sharing. The size of
these domains is kept small to reduce the delays in spanning-tree convergence (which
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Figure 5.15. Distribution of the number of ToRs connected to two AGG platforms.

is sensitive to the network diameter). Due to the Layer-2 topology, the network can
scale at this layer simply by adding more switches. However, the drawback is that
scaling Layer-2 domains increases the fault domain size e.g., a broadcast storm caused
by a malfunctioning device or human error can cause failure of the entire sub-tree.
Further, to avoid loops, all links cannot be in a forwarding state at all times because
broadcast packets risk saturating the VLAN, thereby adversely affecting the network
performance.
This raises a fundamental question of scale-up vs. scale-out for operators to deliver
services in a cost-effective manner: Do we deploy high-density, expensive Aggregation
switches that can provide connectivity to hundreds of ToRs or leverage small portcount, low-cost commodity switches (perhaps with lower reliability), but deploy them
in large numbers? Specifically, we aim to analyze how does the availability of Layer-2
AGGs depends on the number of ToRs connected to it.
Figure 5.15 shows the distribution of the number of ToRs connected to two platforms of AGGs, AGG-A and AGG-B, in our dataset. Observe that a small percentage
(5%-25%) of devices serve more than 100 ToRs. To understand the tradeoff between
capacity and availability, we divide each platform of Aggregation switches into four
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categories based on quartiles on the ToR count (i.e., the first quartile forms the first
category and so on). In each category, we compute the availability of the population
based on the number of logged failure events.
Figure 5.16 shows the median availability of AGGs based on the number of ToRs
they are connected to. Notice that the category-1 devices for AGG-A exhibit 4.5
9’s availability. By analyzing the trouble tickets of AGG-A devices in this category,
we observed that the time to troubleshoot their problems was the lowest likely due
to small number of ToRs resulting in high availability. For AGG-B, the availability
in this category was relatively less of 3.5 9’s due to higher time to debug platformspecific problems and relatively a wider range of up to 40 connected ToRs compared
to AGG-A. f For both platforms, category-2 exhibited about the same availability
as category-1 with a slight increase for AGG-B value of 4 9’s. We also observed
similar results for category-3 where AGG-A exhibited 4.5 9’s availability while AGGB exhibited 3.5 9’s availability. We observed from the tickets of AGG-B devices in this
category (having a ToR count range of 95-172) that the AGGs were being provisioned
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with new ToRs which increased the likelihood of a failure during troubleshooting e.g.,
due to operator mistakes.
In category-4, we observe the lowest availability of 3 9’s across both platforms.
Note that many of these devices were long standing in production whose ToR provisioning was close to port capacity. Using the tickets associated with this category, we
found that maintenance becomes harder and more error-prone for high ToR counts as
also observed for category-3 AGG-B devices. Further, due to these devices operating
close to capacity, it was not feasible to find alternate available paths to re-route the
entire traffic load in case of a failure. This resulted in additional downtime where the
operators had to provision a temporary set of replacement devices and then configure
them to route the service traffic.

5.7 Causes of Network Failures
In this section we analyze the root causes of intra- and inter-datacenter network
failures.

5.7.1 Intra-Datacenter Failures
To determine the failure root causes, we leverage the information recorded by
operators in trouble tickets attached to the network events. Specifically, we leverage
NetSieve [24], an automated problem inference system that analyzes the free-form
text in a trouble ticket to generate its synopsis: (1) the problems observed e.g., link
down, misconfigured rule, switch in ‘freeze’ state, (2) the troubleshooting performed
e.g., check cable, track configuration changes, verify BGP routes, and (3) the actions
taken for resolution e.g., replaced the supervisor engine, reboot the device, clean the
fiber.
Figure 5.17(a) shows the histogram of the top-k problems observed from trouble tickets associated with intra-datacenter failures. Observe that there is a broad
range of problems such as hardware faults (e.g., device failures, memory errors), OS
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bugs, and misconfigurations (e.g., ARP conflict). Interface-level errors, network card
problems, and unexpected reloads are prominent amongst all the three device types.
Interface errors usually last for about 5-7 minutes as observed in Table 5.2. During these periods, we observe that the service would be available, but its users may
experience high latency or packet drops. For instance, due to interface errors TCP
may likely timeout and re-transmit in the slow-start phase thus degrading the service
performance. Our discussion with operators revealed there are multiple reasons for
interface errors such as faulty cable installation, faulty optical transceivers, and protocol convergence delays. In addition to interface errors and hardware problems, ToR
failures were also due to OS-related problems and misconfigurations. For instance, in
some cases a specially crafted IPv6 packet (e.g., Type-0 Routing Header [84] packets
for source routing) was found to crash the device. In others, certain types of IPv4
packets (e.g., ICMP echo-requests) destined to a physical or virtual interface on the
device caused a memory leak.
For middleboxes, Table 5.6 shows the classification of the problems into five categories based on the ticket data and their example causes. Note that there are two
potential issues to be considered in interpreting these categories. First, a problem
observed in one category can be due to issues in another one. For instance, parity
errors in VPNs indicate failed sanity checks which may be caused due to misconfigured pre-shared keys. Another example is that a malformed message could be
due to incompatible protocol versions between devices. Second, in some cases, there
may be multiple problems pertaining to the same failure. In these cases, we take a
conservative approach and attribute each observed problem to its respective category.

Inter-type: Figure 5.18 shows the breakdown of problems observed across the four
types of middleboxes. We find that connectivity errors dominate failures across all
middleboxes as also validated from the results in Section 5.1.2. Connectivity errors
are mainly interface/link flaps which can be due to many factors such as protocol
convergence, line card errors, cpu overload, bit corruption and cable problems. As
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Figure 5.17. (a) Intra-Datacenter root cause analysis: Interface errors dominate across all device types. (b) Inter-Datacenter root cause
analysis: Link flapping and high link utilization are the major problems. (c) Distribution of the duration of the high link utilization
events.
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Table 5.6
Classification and examples of problem types observed across middleboxes.
Problem Classification
Connectivity errors

Example causes or explanation
Device/neighbor unreachable, link flaps, ARP conflicts,
address not found, message/frame parity errors,
checksum failed, malformed message, port errors

Hardware

faulty PSU/ASIC, memory error, defective
chassis/disk/fan, failed SUP engine/line card

Misconfiguration

bad rule, VLAN misallocation, configuration
conflict/out-of-sync/corrupted/missing, mismatched
crypto keys, expired security association, incorrect clock
causing certificate expiry, incorrect root password

Software

reboot/reload, firmware bug, OS errors

Overload

High utilization exceeding a specified load threshold

a result, these errors can significantly degrade service performance and availability
due to TCP timeouts, convergence delays, and retransmissions e.g., due to malformed
packets or parity errors. The second main root cause is hardware problems except
for VPNs where it accounts for only 1% of the problems. One implication of high
percentage of hardware problems is long repair times as the faulty component or the
device gets replaced. Another one is that this observation is in direct contrast to the
industry view of equating hardware boxes with high reliability.
VPN problems are dominated by parity errors which may be attributed to faulty
cables (e.g., copper, SFP fiber optics) and their common root causes are power surge,
bad connectors, or a short circuit. For these problems, we observed mainly two repair
actions of either cleaning the fiber or replacing them. In comparison, misconfigurations and overload problems are relatively in minority, contrary to the common view
of being a dominant contributor [19].
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Table 5.6 (row 3) gives the common categories of misconfigurations across device
types. While bad rules as a common root cause (≈70% cases) are expected, there are
a wide variety of other problems such as VLAN misallocation, corrupted or missing
configuration files, mismatched cryptographic keys, and expired certificates.
Across middleboxes, misconfigurations contribute lowest to IDPS problems due
to the fact that centralized management in a datacenter continuously monitors and
immediately enforces policy changes (e.g., security access) upon violation. Software
problems contribute the minimum percentage to problems indicating that the software
running on these devices exhibits reasonable stability. Finally, software problems are
fixed relatively quickly e.g., via code update or power cycling the device.
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Figure 5.18. Problem types observed across middleboxes.
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Intra-type: Figure 5.19 shows the problems observed split by different generations
for each of the four types of middleboxes. For Firewalls, FW-1 exhibits lower hardware
and software problems compared to FW-2. However, the fraction of misconfigurations
and connectivity errors is higher, due to better configuration tools and more reliable
port connectors and cables for the new platform FW-2. Surprisingly, even though
FW-2 has a higher capacity compared to FW-1, it experiences a high fraction of
overload induced failures which are not observed in FW-1. Unlike firewalls, for IDPS
devices, the port errors increased with the newer device IDPS-2, while contribution
of the other problem types reduced. For load balancers, LB-3 exhibits fewer problems
due to hardware and software improvements compared to its predecessors, LB-1 and
LB-2. In sharp contrast to trends observed across FWs, IDPSes and LBs, VPN-2
exhibits a higher percentage of hardware faults and overload problems compared to
VPN-1 due to the instability of the newer platform.
Overall, these trends provide a fine-grained analysis of what aspects of a new
platform are improving over its predecessor and vice versa, to guide researchers and
vendors in developing better designs and tools to improve middleboxes.
Figure 5.20 shows the breakdown of actions taken to mitigate middlebox failures.
The nine categories show the resolutions applied to faulty components at a fine granularity. For instance, the cable category implies that the cable was either cleaned or
replaced. The software category denotes that either a patch was applied or the code
was upgraded to the latest stable version. Similarly, the categories of different hardware components such as chassis, disk, fan, and PSU denote that they were replaced
using on-site spare or sent back to the vendor for repairs, or warranty purposes.
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We observe that across middleboxes, the most prevalent actions taken are replacing the cable and disks, and reboot to fix software-related issues. The former can
be attributed to the relatively low-cost and high failure rates of these commodity
components as operators tend to replace them quickly after observing a problem. In
comparison, the decisions to replace specialized components such as chassis, supervisor engines, or even the device, requires a detailed investigation due to their high
cost and long turnaround time from their vendor. The reason for a high percentage
of reboots is that it is a quick-fix solution in many cases and hence run as a popular
first attempt to mitigate a problem to reduce downtime.

5.7.2 Inter-Datacenter Failures
We analyze the network trouble tickets associated with Inter-Datacenter link failures and found that link flapping (e.g., due to BGP, OSPF protocol issues and convergence) dominate the problem root causes (36%) as seen in Figure 5.17(b). Due to
optical protection configured in some areas of the network, a physical layer problem
might end up triggering an optical re-route — a technique to reduce the bandwidth
loss by shifting existing lightpaths to new wavelengths, but without changing their
route. However, it incurs a control overhead (of about 10 seconds), and more importantly, it risks a service disruption in the rerouted lightpaths [85]. Depending on the
protocol timers, such an event is observed as a “link flap”, yet the true underlying
cause could be an optical re-route, possibly in response to a fiber cut (e.g., due to
construction, bullet hole, vandalism, shark attack on under-sea cables). Therefore,
it may not be possible in some cases to attribute the exact root cause. The second
major root cause is high link utilization (29%). However, note that high utilization
does not necessarily imply a physical circuit failure or take-downs, but it may be an
indicator of packet errors; we analyze them in detail next. Software errors, misconfigurations, and unnotified maintenance were observed, but they did not constitute a
significant fraction of root causes.
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Next, we analyze the properties of links with high utilization. By examining trouble tickets associated with high utilization links, we observe that: (1) the percentage
of error packets exceed the error threshold specified by operators, and (2) the traffic
utilization of the link is above the specified utilization threshold. When there is insufficient capacity during a congestion period, LSP3 re-routing occurs during which
the traffic is switched to an alternate LSP set up after the failure. The new route is
selected at the LSP head-end (router that requested the LSP establishment) and may
reuse intermediate nodes in the original route. This alternate route maybe computed
either on demand or pre-computed, and stored for use when a failure is reported.
There is, however, a risk that the alternate route may become out of date due to
other changes in the network. This can be mitigated to some extent by periodic
recalculation of idle alternate routes. In practice, about 10-25 minutes are allowed
for LSP re-routing. However, we observe in Figure 5.17(c) that the average incident
duration is about 1.27 hours while the median is 0.41 hours with the 95P value >3
hours, which is about 2x-3x higher than the expected value. Further, 80% of the high
utilization events took more than 15 minutes to resolve and 50% of the events took
more than half an hour.
Longer downtimes can be attributed to scenarios where LSP re-routing had no
alternate routes to compute on demand which caused higher switching times. Longlived congestion is expected when there is a surge in traffic demand that is relatively
long-lived, and the bottleneck is not the transit capacity but the capacity at a source
or sink for the traffic. This is believed to happen when there is a significant outage
with lack of sufficient redundant capacity. Although it was not possible to pin point
the exact root cause behind the longer downtimes in our dataset, one potential cause
from discussion with operators was attributed to congestion. Rather than the entire
circuit going down under congestion, the links logged errors continuously (a significant
3

In MPLS wide-area networks, data transmission occurs on label-switched paths (LSPs). LSP is a
path through the network from an ingress to an egress router established through the distribution of
labels (using label distribution protocol (LDP) or piggybacked on routing protocols like BGP) that
define hop-by-hop forwarding.
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fraction of packets were being discarded) for long periods of time which inflated the
event duration. Note that these events logged as “failure events” do not imply physical
circuit breaks but they risk performance degradation due to congestion. The packet
discards indicate that during the congestion period, LSP rerouting did not have an
alternate path with sufficient capacity to forward the excess traffic. There are many
reasons why congestion could arise:
• Product-related: During product migration (cloud service changing datacenters) or launch (new software being released), there is a high volume of traffic.
• Traffic Shift: Workloads arising due to unexpected service outages or bulk data
transfer e.g., web crawl documents, periodic data backups.
• Port-name Cleanup: As part of improving network meta-data consistency and
integrity, operators perform port-name cleanup on a regular basis. If these changes
are not reflected higher up in the topology, then routes may not be available on
demand.

5.8 Real-World Impact
NetSieve has been deployed in the cloud provider we studied to enable operators
to understand global problem trends instead of making decisions based on isolated
incidents. Further, NetSieve complements existing tools (e.g., inventory db) by correlating device replacements with their failures and problem root causes. A simple
alternative to mining tickets using NetSieve is to ask operators for explicit feedback
e.g., to build Table 4.8, but it will likely be biased by anecdotal or recent data.
Currently, our NetSieve prototype supports SQL-like queries on the inference output. For instance, “SELECT TOP 5 Problems FROM InferenceDB WHERE DeviceType = ‘Load Balancer’ would output the top-5 failure problems observed across
load balancers. Next, we present how NetSieve has been used across different teams
to improve network management.
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Network Architecture: This team used NetSieve to compare device reliability
across platforms and vendors. In one instance, NetSieve showed that a new generation of feature-rich, high capacity AR is half as reliable as its predecessor. In another
instance, it showed that software bugs dominated failures in one type of load balancers. Based on grouping tickets having Problem inference of Switch Card Control
Processor (SCCP) watchdog timeout for LB-2, NetSieve showed that hundreds of
devices exhibited reboot loops due to a recurring software bug and were RMAed in
88% of the tickets.

Capacity Planning: This team applied NetSieve to analyze cases when network
redundancy is ineffective in masking failures. Specifically, for each network failure,
we evaluate if the redundancy failover was not successful [20] and then select the corresponding tickets. These tickets are then input to NetSieve to do problem inference
which output the following to be the dominant problems:
1. Faulty Cables: The main reason was that the cable connected to the backup
was faulty. Thus, when the primary failed, it resulted in a high packet error rate.
2. Software Mismatch: When the primary and backup had mismatched OS versions, protocol incompatibility caused an unsuccessful failover.
3. Misconfiguration: Because operators usually configure one device and then copy
the configuration onto the other, a typo in one script introduced the same bug in
the other and resulted in an unsuccessful failover.
4. Faulty Failovers: The primary device failed when the backup was facing an
unrelated problem such as software upgrade, down for scheduled repairs, or while
deploying a new device into production.

Incident Management and Operations: The incident management team used
NetSieve to prioritize checking for the top-k problems and failing components while
troubleshooting devices. The operation team uses NetSieve to determine if past repairs were effective and decide whether to repair or replace the device. Table 4.8
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shows NetSieve’s inference output across different device types.We observe that while
Problems show a high diversity across device types such as packet errors, line card failures and defective memory, verifying cable connectivity is a common troubleshooting
activity, except for Firewalls and VPNs where operators first verify device configuration. For Actions related to Firewalls, VPNs and ToRs, the devices are first rebooted
as a quick fix even though the failing components are likely to be bad cable or OS
bugs. In many cases, we observe that a failed device is RMAed (sent back to the
vendor) which implies that the network is operating at reduced or no redundancy
until the replacement arrives.
Complementary to the above scenarios, NetSieve inference can be applied in several other ways: (1) prioritize troubleshooting steps based on frequently observed
problems on a given device, its platform, its datacenter, or the hosted application,
(b) identify the top-k failing components in a device platform and resolving them with
their vendors, and (c) decide whether to repair, replace or even retire a particular
device or platform by computing a total cost-of-ownership (TCO) metric.

5.9 Summary
This chapter presents one of the first large-scale study of cloud network failures
at both intra-datacenter and inter-datacenter layers. We find that network failures
cause significant impact to cloud services, dominated by connectivity loss problems
and service errors. The main takeaways from our study are: (1) A service hosted on
a single, large network stamp may risk low reliability because network redundancy is
least effective at the AR-AGG layer. To improve reliability, build a small number of
independent network stamps — three for 99.9% and four for 99.99% network redundancy effectiveness; (2) Network redundancy is most effective at the Inter-datacenter
level. However, long-haul links exhibit 2x-3x higher downtime than expected under
high utilization; (3) Scale-out switches with low to medium port density may deliver relatively higher availability in comparison to their expensive, higher capacity
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counterparts; (4) Network device failures are not memoryless and exhibit the “few
bad apples” effect; techniques such as regression analysis and trend analysis can be
leveraged to identify and troubleshoot the most failure-prone devices; (5) Interface
errors, hardware failures and unexpected reboots dominate the problem root causes;
and (6) Top-of-Rack switches exhibit an increase in probability of a successive device
failure after repair motivating the need to develop automated correlation and diagnosis techniques. We hope that our work sheds light on answering several key questions
to improve network reliability for geo-distributed services.
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6 RELATED WORK
This dissertation contributes one of the first large-scale study of failures of network
stamps from a service perspective, and the first study characterizing failures on interdatacenter links in a cloud service provider. Several of our analyses have not been
previously examined such as computing the number of independent network domains
to meet a particular SLAs, checking whether network failures are memoryless or
bursty, analyzing how does Aggregation switch port capacity impact their reliability,
finding correlation of fiber length with failure rate, and studying high-utilization of
inter-datacenter links.
Our work mainly falls into research relating to failures in datacenters [18, 32, 86–
89], fault localization [90–93], and root cause analysis [94–98]. In this chapter, we
cover related work in each of these areas in detail.

6.1 Failures in Datacenters
Datacenter Failures: Failures in datacenters, in general, have received significant
attention in the recent years [18, 32, 86–89]. Our event processing methodology in
Section 3.2 draws some similarity with the analysis carried out by Turner et al. [18]
and Gill et al. [20]. Turner et al. [18] used router configurations, syslog and email
records to analyze network failures in the CENIC network. Gill et al. [20] study
intra-datacenter network failures in a large cloud provider, but they do not analyze
reliability of network stamps from a service viewpoint or characterize failures of interdatacenter links. Sherry et al. [19] conduct an operator survey of middlebox failures
across several enterprise networks.
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Inter-Datacenter Links: Much of the earlier work in analyzing inter-datacenter
links focused on characterizing traffic flows [99, 100], providing bandwidth on demand [101] or optimizing traffic flows [101, 102]. Laoutaris et al. [99] present a system
for bulk data transfer over wide area that employs a network of storage nodes and
uses a store-and-forward algorithm to schedule data transfers. Chen et al. [100] characterize inter-datacenter traffic using anonymized NetFlow datasets collected at the
border routers of Yahoo! data centers. They find that peak traffic volumes between
datacenters are dominated by non-interactive, bulk data transfers.
Mahimkar et al. [101] present a globally reconfigurable photonic network between datacenters that improves operational flexibility by providing a bandwidthon-demand service. Li et al. [102] present a scheduling scheme that considers both
bandwidth utilization and ISP friendliness to reduce the inter-domain traffic. Unlike
most work in this area, we focus primarily on analyzing long-haul link failures and
studying properties of inter-datacenter links with high utilization. Perhaps, the closest work to ours is by Kandula et al. [103], who analyze when and where congestion
happens inside datacenters but they do not consider inter-datacenter traffic. In an
extended abstract [104], we performed a preliminary analysis of the causes behind
intra- and inter-datacenter network failures.
There has also been a large body of work on improving performance in Content
Distribution Networks (CDNs). In these systems, different clients are redirected to
different servers in an attempt to provide load balancing and to improve client performance. Several research efforts focused on evaluating CDN performance [105–109]
and optimizing load balancing [110, 111]. Our work is largely complementary to these
efforts in two ways. First, we find high utilization to plague inter-datacenter links.
To mask service outages and to avoid overload at any datacenter site, one approach
is to assign a URI to the cloud service whose DNS resolution maps to a set of globally
distributed monitoring servers e.g., in a content distribution network. These servers
can then dynamically re-route requests to the edge datacenter hosting the service
selected either based on latency [110] or load balancing approaches that depend on
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apriori information about the underlying network [111]. Second, our work on failure
characterization of inter-datacenter links can help in deciding what and how services
should be deployed across multiple sites (including datacenters and CDNs), what
caching and load-balancing strategies [100, 112] should be employed, and how to
manage the traffic in the wide-area network backbone connecting the data centers to
optimize performance and minimize operational costs [100, 112].

Hardware Failures: There have been several prior studies on hardware failures
(e.g., [11–16] and the references therein), but they do not consider network failures
in datacenters. Our findings on conditional failure probability relate to the findings
in recent studies on DRAM errors [15] and disk-subsystem failures [11]. By contrast,
we found diverse trends across different device types in our dataset which could be
leveraged in a data-driven approach to decide whether to repair or replace a device.
Nightingale et al. [16] study desktop failures running Windows and find that PC
failures are not memoryless, consistent with our observation for the three types of
network devices.

6.2 Fault Localization
Fault-localization is performed after a failure is observed. While it is a wellstudied topic in research, it is typically domain-dependent. Depending on the level
of intrusiveness required, there are several different types of fault localization and
detection systems proposed in the literature. Sophisticated commercial tools, such
as Ionix’s SMARTS [113], IBM Tivoli [114], Microsoft Operations Manager [115]
provide powerful generic frameworks for correlating alarms from standardized alerts
generated by individual servers through SNMP [25]. Techniques such as FUSE [91],
and Pinpoint [116] keep track of requests that flow through the system by instrumenting middleware on end hosts. The components with failed requests are then
correlated to diagnose the source of failure. SCORE [93] and Shrink [90] build a
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cross-layer model which includes propagation of failures from optical links to the IP
layer. Spotlight [92] constructs multi-tier dependency graphs and uses novel graph
compression algorithms that simplify the former into probabilistic bipartite graphs
over which it runs a weighted greedy set cover algorithm for fast diagnosis. Our work
is complementary to these efforts — existing fault localization systems can benefit
from our techniques in two ways. First, our statistical techniques can be used for
narrowing down to events that have caused service-level impact. This has the potential advantage of reducing the number of events that need further examination by the
fault localization algorithms. Second, in addition to performing fault localization, the
knowledge base constructed by NetSieve can be used to estimate the likely reason for
a failure.

6.3 Middlebox Failures
Broadly, the research community has pursued two key directions to build better
middleboxes:
Middlebox Architectures: Research in this direction proposes techniques for explicit control of the middleboxes e.g., middlebox communication (MIDCOM) [117–
120] and IETF Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS) [121]. The motivation behind these
efforts draws from the fact that while operators increasingly require support for new
applications (e.g., teleconferencing, cloud and mobile applications), they are unable to
use third-party software/hardware specific to the application and are tied to their middlebox vendor to make the necessary upgrade [19, 117]. There has been some recent
work [122, 123] in separating policy from reachability and centralized management of
networks. Joseph et al. [124] proposed a policy-aware switching layer for data centers
comprising inter-connected policy-aware switches that enable forwarding of different
types of traffic through a specified sequence of middleboxes. dFence proposes adding
DoS mitigation middleboxes on-demand on the data path to servers under attack [75].
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Middlebox Processing Analysis: Research in this direction largely focused on either characterizing NAT properties such as mapping type and filtering rules [125, 126]
or quantifying the end-to-end performance degradation induced by middleboxes [23].
Our work falls into the latter category of middlebox reliability analysis. We do not
argue the benefits or shortcomings of current middlebox architectures but instead
focus on analyzing their performance.
Failures in datacenters have received significant attention in the recent years [18,
32, 86–89]. Wang et al. measure the impact of middlebox policies on performance,
energy and security in cellular networks [127]. However, they did not study middlebox
failures. Our work is complementary to these efforts in that we focus on characterizing
the device reliability across middleboxes and understanding the causes and impact of
their failures.
Markopoulou et al. [88] studied failure in the Sprint backbone using passive optical taps and high-speed packet capture hardware. Their results indicated that 20% of
all failures is due to planned maintenance and that maintenance is usually scheduled
during periods of low network usage to minimize the impact on performance. As operators likely have a good understanding of problems under scheduled maintenance,
we apply a planned maintenance filter on network events to analyze device-level reliability due to unexpected outages.
Our work draws some similarity with the analysis carried out by Turner et al. [18]
and Gill et al. [20]. Turner et al. [18] used router configurations, syslog and email
records to analyze network failures in the CENIC network that serves educational
and research institutions in California. Gill et al. [20] study network failures in datacenters. Similar to us, they observe that LBs exhibit high annualized failure rates.
While we share the broader goal of studying network failures with these efforts,
this work differs in three important ways driven by our goal of understanding the
causes and impact of middlebox failures. First, we focus on several new questions
to characterize middlebox reliability e.g., What are the key problems observed and
their resolution actions? How prevalent are misconfigurations and what are their
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different types? Does reliability improve with new generations? and How effective
is middlebox redundancy? that have not been addressed in the past. Second, our
methodology filters maintenance events to identify “unexpected/unplanned” outages,
filters events for devices with redundant failures, and performs hypothesis testing to
validate traffic based impact filtering. Finally, our results provide useful guidelines to
improve middlebox reliability.

6.4 Automated Problem Inference
Network Troubleshooting: There has been a significant work in analyzing structured logs to learn statistical signatures [94, 95], run-time states [96] or leveraging
router syslogs to infer problems [98]. Xu et al. [128] mine machine logs to detect
runtime problems by leveraging the source code that generated the logs. NetSieve
complements these approaches to automate problem inference from unstructured text.
Expert systems [129, 130], on the other hand, diagnose network faults based on a set
of pre-programmed rules. However, they lack generality as they only diagnose faults
in their ruleset and the ruleset may become outdated as the system evolves. In comparison, the incremental learning phase in NetSieve updates the knowledge base to
improve the inference accuracy.

Mining Network Logs: Prior efforts have focused on automating mining of network failures from syslogs [97, 98] or network logs [131]. However, these studies do
not analyze free-form text in trouble tickets. Kandula et al. [132] mine rules in edge
networks based on traffic data. Brauckhoff et al. [133] use association rule mining
techniques to extract anomalies in backbone networks. NetSieve is complementary to
these efforts in that their mining methodologies can benefit from our domain-specific
knowledge base. TroubleMiner [30] selects keywords manually from the first two sentences in tickets and then performs clustering to group them.
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Analyzing Bug Reports: There is a large body of work in software engineering
analyzing [134, 135], summarizing [136] and clustering [137, 138] bug reports. Betternburg et al. [136] rely on features found in bug reports such as stack traces, source
code, patches and enumerations and, hence their approach is not directly applicable
to network tickets. Others [137, 138] use standard NLP techniques for the task of
clustering duplicate bug reports, but they suffer from the same limitations as keyword based approaches. In comparison, NetSieve aims to infer “meaning” from the
free-form content by building a knowledge base and an ontology model to do problem
inference.

Natural Language Processing: N -gram extraction techniques [39–41, 43] focus on
extracting all possible n-grams thereby incurring a high computation cost for large
datasets (Section 4.2.3). NetSieve addresses this challenge by trading completeness
for scalability and uses the dictionary built by its WLZW algorithm. Wu et al. [139]
detect frequently occurring text fragments that have a high correlation with labels
in large text corpora to detect issues in customer feedback. Other efforts [140, 141]
achieve summarization via paragraph and sentence extraction. Much research in
this area deals with properly-written regular text and is not directly applicable to
our domain. In contrast, NetSieve focuses on free-form text in trouble tickets to do
problem inference.
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7 CONCLUSION
The growing demand for always-on and low-latency cloud services is driving the creation of globally distributed datacenters. A major factor affecting service availability
is reliability of the network, both inside the datacenters and wide-area links connecting them. This dissertation addresses the challenge of improving the dependability of
the underlying network infrastructure along two directions: (1) characterizing intradatacenter and inter-datacenter network failures from a services perspective and (2)
showing how operational knowledge can be used towards improving network management.
In the following, we discuss several implications of our work that can form basis
for subsequent research to improve network reliability for geo-distributed services.

7.1 Implications for Networking Research
DNS-redirection Based Network Load Balancing: To mask service outages
(Chapter 1) and to avoid overload at any datacenter site, one approach is to assign a
URI to the cloud service whose DNS resolution maps to a set of globally distributed
monitoring servers e.g., in a content distribution network. These servers dynamically re-route requests to the edge datacenter hosting the service that will provide
the lowest latency based on a client’s location. The monitoring servers track each
datacenter hosting site via heartbeat signals and can further execute a specified set
of mini-transactions [142] on the service to continuously check its performance and
availability.

Link Bundling and Wavelength Provisioning: To reduce high utilization events
(Section 5.7.2) on inter-datacenter links and to avoid the undesirable latency changes
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due to rerouting (e.g., caused by a fiber cut) at the optical layer, several techniques
can be explored:
• Link Bundling: Link bundling, widely used in the context of MPLS [143] traffic
engineering, combines multiple links into a single logical channel to increase aggregate bandwidth and fault tolerance. For fiber links, it can significantly reduce
LSP fragmentation which arise from large flows being unable to fit on individual
circuits. In particular, bundling allows creating many smaller, parallel LSPs between core routers, bringing the bandwidth to a packable number such as 2Gbps
per LSP. The resulting large number of LSPs can then be re-routed occasionally
and fit across a fragmented 10G optical mesh.
• Automatic Bandwidth: MPLS auto-bandwidth feature measures the traffic flows
through the LSP, adjusting the bandwidth based on measured traffic and defined
parameters on a per-LSP basis. While it allows the network to react faster to
sudden traffic spikes without manual intervention, there are two key challenges
of (a) managing significant routing churn by small-sized LSPs, and (b) tuning
parameters to automatically create/delete LSPs.
• Mirror Physical Topology: Wavelength provisioning and link bundling can be
planned so that bundles are created, mirroring the underlying physical topology.
In this way, the reliability of an optical network is better modeled by the IP router
topology. When there is an optical failure, the whole link bundle will go down,
and should therefore be unavailable from a network and capacity planning point
of view. This helps reduce complexity in understanding and mitigating failures
because the IP topology closely mirrors the optical topology.
Techniques to Improve Network Redundancy: Our analysis of redundancy
effectiveness (Section 5.4) revealed the following problems to cause unsuccessful
failovers:
• Misconfigurations and software version mismatch between primary and secondary
redundant pairs.
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• Faulty failovers when the backup exhibited a problem unrelated to primary failure
(e.g. due to software errors, protocol bugs etc.)
• Faulty cables where the cable connected to the backup showed a high error rate
on failover
Solving these broad range of problems requires exploring several research directions.
Techniques from software engineering such as static analysis which found success in
detecting BGP misconfigurations [144] can be explored for checking configurations of
Layer-2 and Layer-3 network devices. Similarly, proactive fault injection [145] techniques can be leveraged to randomly shoot down network elements and testing service
resilience in masking them.

Commoditize Middleboxes: Chapter 1 and Section 5.1.1 indicated that hardware
middleboxes contribute significantly to network failures, and that their failovers are
not 100% effective (Section 5.4). Therefore, a natural alternative is to commoditize
them [146–148] as they can enable a scale-out design and provide n:1 redundancy.
While there has been promising work on software routers [149], achieving high performance, scalability and fault tolerance simultaneously poses several challenges. First,
achieving high performance and programmability are often competing goals. For
instance, the communication overhead introduced by software LBs may impact performance of latency-sensitive applications. Second, well-known software issues such
as code bugs, frequent updates, and misconfigurations, may cause a commodity middlebox to be less reliable than hardware boxes. Finally, running a large number of
commodity servers or VMs as middleboxes risks high operational costs such as power
and cooling. Efforts such as [150, 151] to reduce network energy footprint can be
explored to address them. In some cases, strict application requirements for hardware accelerators such as hardware-based deep packet inspection (DPI) for IDPS and
deep-packet modification for WAN optimizers, may become a limiting factor.
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Feasibility of Making Middlebox Processing as a Cloud Service: A recent
proposal is to offload middlebox processing to the cloud [19]. Similar to CDNs, the
idea is to use DNS-based redirection to route requests across multiple cloud PoPs and
deploy middlebox instances in the cloud to process them based on defined policies.
While this approach shifts the burden of owning and managing middleboxes from
enterprises to the cloud, our study indicates that it risks making the problem worse
as middlebox failures are prevalent in datacenters (Section 5.1.1) and redundancy is
not 100% effective (Section 5.4) . Several other challenges also need to addressed
before pushing middleboxes as a cloud hosted service: (a) how to guarantee correct
middlebox traversal and coordinate state during churn? (b) how to manage the state
and complexity for multiple tenants sharing the same set of middlebox instances? (c)
how to address grey failures (Section 5.7) that can degrade service performance and
availability? and (d) how to elastically scale-out and scale-in the processing capabilities (e.g., for stateful services) as demand changes? For instance, the stateful session
nature of many middleboxes (e.g., load balancers) can limit how quickly instances
can be (de)instantiated or risk a traffic spike as disconnected customers attempt to
simultaneously rejoin when an instance is shutdown. To deliver traffic reliably in the
presence of grey failures, multi-path protocols such as MP-TCP [152] can be explored.

Software-Defined Middlebox Networking: Software-defined networking (SDN)
is an emerging trend to address the inefficiency in resource usage and complexity of
managing network devices. The basic idea is to put more intelligence on centralized
management servers and reduce code and policy settings on individual network devices. While this approach is appealing, there are several challenges that need to be
addressed. First, applying it to middleboxes requires careful management and control
of their state to ensure correct behavior [153]. Second, building an open platform in
which hardware and software may evolve independently, is still an important research
question [148]. Finally, while network routers alone determine the processing to apply
to packets, the middlebox approach makes it complicated as the physical location of
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the middlebox (typically at choke points) combined with ad-hoc routing determines
the processing applied by the middlebox to its traffic flows.

7.2 Implications for Network Operations
Repair vs. Replace: Section 5.2.3 indicated that when devices fail multiple times,
they do so within one week of getting fixed. Therefore, finding and replacing the “few
bad apples” will proactively help avoid serious problems. In addition, the analysis
in Section 5.2.2 indicates that failures are not memoryless and while repairs were
effective for ARs and AGGs, the probability of successive failure for ToRs increased.
Thus, while a naive approach is to immediately replace a failed ToR, in practice
this decision should be driven by two key factors: (1) Computing a Cost of Ownership (COO) [154] for devices to include their capital, operational, and repair and
maintenance costs; Section 5.1.1 provides empirical results on some of these metrics, and (2) adopting a data-driven approach to compute the conditional probability
PN +1|N = P ((N + 1)th f ailure|N th f ailure) for a device type/platform and then comparing it with both a threshold δ based on the network device platform’s annualized
failure rate and PN |N −1 . The intuition behind the latter is that if PN +1|N > δ∗PN |N −1 ,
the probability of the device experiencing a subsequent failure is higher and thus it
becomes a candidate for replacement.

Middlebox Verification: Section 5.7 indicated that connection errors and interface
problems dominate middlebox failures, and that there is a wide range of misconfigurations observed on middleboxes. As a result, a key requirement for network
operations is to automate management and debugging of network problems e.g., using SDN [155, 156]. To improve network debugging, one approach is to do static and
run-time verification of desired properties e.g., to check configurations, verify reachability, detect routing loops, guarantee isolation [144, 155, 157]. However, there are
several challenges that need to be addressed. First, current tools lack support for
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common middlebox features such as tunneling and load balancing. Second, the task
of parsing policy specifications and configurations is non-trivial and error-prone, as
vendors use varying semantics which in-turn may change with device generations.
Third, checking for correctness of policies involves designing a set of constraints that
can be tested against the device configuration. However, defining a complete constraint set is difficult and evaluating it, computationally expensive [158]. Finally, the
large-scale of data center networks makes it challenging to apply formal verification
techniques due to the well-known state space explosion problem.

Software-Assisted Improvement of Hardware Reliability: In Section 5.7, we
revealed the various hardware failures experienced by middleboxes. It is expected
that components inside these devices will fail for many reasons including design defects, aging or wear-out, infant mortality due to insufficient burn-in, and so on [159].
Such scenarios require mechanisms for detection, diagnosis, recovery, and possibly
reconfiguration around the failed components to ensure reliable and continuous operation. One idea is to achieve this through a symbiotic hardware-software solution.
Similar to trusted party modules [160], a fault-free co-processor can be delegated the
role of diagnosis while a software system monitors for error symptoms. In the event of
a fault, the co-processor can trigger a checkpointing-based recovery to enable system
recovery from the previous checkpoint. Such a software-level monitoring system can
also be interfaced with machine learning systems for fault prediction. This enables a
proactive strategy as opposed to a reactive one.

Detect Early Faulty Product-Line: In Section 5.3, we uncovered using trend
analysis that an LB generation had lower reliability compared to other generations.
This raises a serious dilemma: keep replacing faulty devices in existing deployment or
upgrade to a new product line? While capital and operating costs dominate the cost
vs. benefit analysis, answering this question is challenging for two additional reasons:
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• Device familiarity: Upgrading devices with their high-speed, feature-rich counterparts will require additional training for network engineers (and has the undesirable consequence of increasing TTR due to unfamiliarity).
• Active/Standby Compatibility: Where 1:1 redundancy is dominant, both devices
should be simultaneously upgraded to avoid unsuccessful redundancy failovers.
By computing a Cost of Ownership (COO) [154] metric, decisions such as whether
to buy more spares for a faulty product line or to gracefully replace a product line
can be made. The primary cost elements of the COO model are: (i) initial investment in purchasing the product, (ii) depreciation, (iii) cost of operation that includes
space, personnel, and power expenses, (iv) cost of maintenance operations including downtime, repair cost, failure rates, and cost of spares, and (v) enhancement
costs that include hardware/software upgrades and personnel training. Our reliability analysis attempts to provide some of these metrics as described in Section 5.1.1
and Section 5.1.2.

Make the Cost-Metric of Middlebox Hardware Reliability Aware: To compare network hardware costs across platforms and vendors, the conventional metric is
to use $/Gb/s as the unit-cost basis e.g., $ per 10 Gbps port. For instance, using this
metric, we find that hardware LBs are about an order of magnitude more expensive
than commodity Layer 3 switches. As Section 5.1.1 shows, middleboxes experience
a significant fraction of failures, and incur substantial operating costs for repair and
upgrade [19]. Thus, to balance the trade-off between improving service availability
while cutting costs down, the cost metric should comprise both capital and operational expenses, e.g., $/Gbps/99.9% availability, so that administrators can compute
the total cost of ownership (TCO) and determine the network costs to provide a
target SLA (e.g., 99.9%), to hosted services. Note that the accuracy of this metric
needs to be continuously validated and improved by leveraging data from middlebox
deployments in production.
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Overall, we hope this dissertation sheds light on answering several key questions
to improve network reliability for geo-distributed services.

7.3 Future Work
To deliver cloud services in a secure, reliable, and in a cost-effective manner, we
need a) reliable network infrastructures for hosting services, b) automated network
management systems that encourage preventive maintenance and c) secure architectures robust to various attacks. There are a number of exciting future research
directions that can be explored to enable such cloud services. In this section, we
describe some of these directions.

Service-Aware Datacenter Networks: Much of this dissertation on datacenter
reliability has been largely agnostic of the application services running within mainly
due to lack of access to application logs. Due to this limitation, we designed metrics
that rely purely on network traffic to determine if a failure had any service level impact [161, 162]. However, we believe that much greater performance can be extracted
from the data plane when both the applications and the network cooperate with each
other. For instance, “hints” from an application about its intended communication
pattern can be used to smoothen out the burstiness of traffic and ultimately reduce
congestion and packet losses. Considering application services in the design of datacenter networks and protocols introduces new research questions. For example, how
does the effectiveness of network-level redundancy change when application-level redundancy is taken into account? How do you build a specialized datacenter with
custom servers and network switches that are optimized for a given class of applications? How do you facilitate sharing of hints for optimizing network performance,
such as application communication patterns and behavior, between a cloud tenant
and cloud provider while ensuring that both privacy and security are preserved?
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Towards the Next-Generation of Network Management Tools: Monitoring
the operations of tens of thousands of commodity servers is a daunting task. Further,
analyzing performance logs and fault traces from such a large number of machines is
challenging to say the least. Expert developers possess vast amounts of knowledge
and insight, which they synthesize to diagnose complex problems, so attempting to
replace them immediately with automation is something we learnt is very difficult
and detrimental in a practical setting. Instead, a logical first step is to create techniques that use systems knowledge, machine learning, statistics and visualization to
augment developer’s diagnosis efforts — for example, automatically localize the root
cause of a new problem from the myriad components in the system to just a few
relevant potential candidate subsets. Much work must be done to identify promising
approaches, but we believe ones with any hope of success will have to address three
key challenges:
1. Many recent cloud outages, were exacerbated because developers implemented
locally optimal fixes that had adverse global effects. Therefore, such diagnostic
tools must incorporate knowledge of system dependencies, so as to be aware of
how a specific action will effect the rest of the system.
2. One must have access to a large knowledge base of previous diagnostic actions
(e.g., output of NetSieve [24]) and network-related information (e.g., through
software-defined networking (SDN)) which must then be integrated with learning
systems capable of suggesting fixes to on-going problems.
3. One must incorporate models to evaluate the risk of various actions, so as to be
able to choose between multiple possible fixes.
We have pursued these goals in-part through NetWiser [163], a Microsoft Research
project, which is a real-time incident monitoring system for datacenter operators.
NetWiser enabled several key network operations such as prioritization of network
alerts, proactive replacement of devices with high-risk-of-failure, proactive verification of top-k devices with high likelihood of simultaneous failures and improving the
effectiveness of network redundancy.
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Augmenting Human Intelligence With Smart Tools: Understanding natural
language has been the holy grail of AI since its inception. Full understanding of natural language implies human-level capacity to process language and draw appropriate
conclusions. This task is not only very complex but also quite unbounded in terms of
scope. The crucial question is, what level of understanding and complexity of drawn
conclusions should we require from a machine? While working towards answering this
question is a great challenge, we believe the problem dual is much more interesting
— how can we make effective use of information technology in augmenting human
intelligence? Consider the following example. While understanding natural language
is hard, our working hypothesis is that the very same task becomes feasible if we
clearly restrict the scope of what must be understood. To do this, we can focus on
a specific domain model — for instance, think of NetSieve [24], described in this dissertation, where we limited ourselves to the networking domain — and specify which
conclusions a system must draw depending on the high-level task (e.g. what are the
most frequently used repair actions to fix problems?).
One important direction for the coming years could be to make computers understand natural language to a limited but well-defined degree, required by a certain
usecase, application or domain. The granularity and structural complexity of what a
system needs to understand is clearly determined by the usecase, which for instance
was modeled as an ontology in NetSieve.
One could take this understanding to the next level and explore other related
areas such as question answering, information extraction and diagnostic systems. A
concrete example is enabling intelligence augmentation in call center management.
One technique is that you rely on software entities or software agents that are typically long- lived, continuously running, fairly simple, and that can help you in semiautomating tasks such as helping customers with their computer troubleshooting
problems — a software agent can eavesdrop the conversation a customer is having
with a call center specialist and suggest potential solutions on the specialist’s monitor, for instance. These systems must be developed in a principled way so that they
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are portable to other domains or usecases. When trying to transfer such systems to
practice, we face several questions: How much does the system cost in terms of both
human and machine cycles? How much time do we devote to customizing it for a
specific purpose? Are debugging tools available? While the focus so far in traditional
computer science has been on developing generic and domain-independent solutions,
such as parsing and disambiguating news articles, we have no clear answers to the
previous questions; consequently, the transfer of research into practice has been somewhat limited. An important goal for anyone wanting to explore this direction is to lay
a special emphasis on the usability viewpoint and develop systems that nonexperts
can easily adapt to their domains.
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